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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Central California Agencj
650 Capitol Mall,.Suite 8-500

Sacramento. CA 95814
IN"Rl!l'lY It£Fn TO

August 24. 2004

~: Support of Restoration Efforts of The Wilton Miwok Rancheria

To Whom it May Concern:
:, .

The Bureau of Indian Affairs. Central California Agency recognizes and supports the
efforts of the' Wilton Miwok Rancheria tribal community in their pursuit of having their
Federal Recognition restored. Forty-one Federally recognized tribes throughout
Califomiahad their Federal recognition terminated as a direct result of the Rancheria Act
of 1958, asamended and Wilton was one of these tribes. The tribe's recourse in
challenging their termination on the premise of being illegal or wrongful through a
Federal courtaction has long expired. leaving the Wilton Rancheria with limited options
to seek relief. .

In the Advisory Council on California Indian Policy Act of1992, Congress established a
state wide Indian Council that Was directed to submit recommendations to Congress that
included remedial measures to address the' special status problems of California's
terminated and unacknowledged tribes and the Bureau of Indian Affairs served on that
Council as an ex-officio member. In that report which was submitted to Congress in
1'998,it was recommended that" The Wilton Miwok Community, the Federated Tribes
of the Graton Rancheria, and the Mishewol-Wappo Tribe of'Alexander Valley should be
immediately restored by Congress". .

For the purposes of restoring Federal Recognition, the Bureau recognizes those members ,
identified as part of the completed "Mediation Agreement of 1999" as the 'representatives
of the Wilton Tribal community. To advance the tribes efforts to re-acquire Federal .
recognition and resolve ongoing internal political strife, this agreement was developed,
agreed to by all parties and implemented. It is our understanding that as of this date. this
agreement is still in affect and that the following individuals still represent the Mediation
Agreement:
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. Ms. Mary Turango-Co-Chairperson
Ms. Anita Franklin-Co-Chairperson
Ms, Darlene Daniels- Vice-Chairperson
Mr. Richard Taylor- Treasurer

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Raymond Fry, Deputy
Superintendent, Tribal Services at (916) 930-3794 .

\ "

=.

. Sincerely,

~/\I.,
Dale Risl~g~
Superintendent .

'"
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.United Sta~~8Department of the Interior
i

~UR'EAti OP INDIAN AFFAIRS
Central CalilomSa Agency

650 Capito) Mall. Sulte'8-500
Sacfa~en\D.~ 9SB14
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To Whom It May Concern: :
,

The original land base for,~e Me-Wuk Indian Community of the Wiltcn Rancheria
consisted ()f38.81 acres an4 was purchased with appropriated funds by the Federal
Government in 1927. " i , '

· ~ !. .
· The recognition oftbis Banif of Me-wuk Indians, as ft tribe took place when they were
provided the. opportunity to:vote as it tribe whether to eecept pr reje-.ctthe Indian
Reorganization Act (IMlof 1934, as the Statute with which to formally organize the
tribe. Pursuant to, Section l~ of the IRA,the tribe 'did on November 6. 1935. ratify a .
Constitution and By-laws V{hicheffectively formally organized this tribe.

.. I :
The Wilton band ofMe-wuk Indians was Doe of the 41 tribes in California who had their
Federal Recognition term:inated as a r~suJt of the Rancherla Act of'19S8. as amended,

i
i

.8EP 1 7 2004

- To provide the Federal Government a means for determining that certain American
Indian-Groups exists as tribes, they established departmental procedures and policy that
provided a number of criteria to:be met in order to have the government acknowledge

· their federal recognition. 1 '
i
I '

The Government AcknoWl~dg~inent Procedures, as utilized by the Branch of
-Ackncwledgement-end.eeseaech were initially designed to be applicable for groups(tril1al)
who have never had federal recognition, Yet the criteria setforth in this process Covers 'a
number of different catego,;es 80 thoroughly thflt they can and are used for tribes seeking
federal r~cognition under allegislative or court pr~cesses.

Altho~gh the Wilton R.anc~eriB has enjoyed previous federal recogniti~n. the tribe has .
nonetheless over time reconstructed their tribal, cultural and political history to the extent
that they have demonstrated beyond a doubt that they meet the following criteria fOT
federal acknowledgement: The group has been identified as an American indian Entity on
a substlUlti~ly continuous (msis since 1900; A predominant portion of the group
comprises a distinct commimity and has existed as a community from.hlstorlcal times to
the present: the group has maintained political influence or authority over its members as
an autonomous entity from'historlcal times to the present; a copy of the group's present
governing document including its membership criteria; the groups membership consists
of individuals who descend from a historical Indian Tribe or from historical Indian tribes
which combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity; the membership
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of the group is composed principally of persons who ate not members of any
acknowledged North Ameii~en Indian tribe.

;

The Me-wuk band oftbe Wilton Rancheria has demonstrated continuously that they are a
tribe in every sense and as ~cb certainly should be considered having their .federal
recognition restored. i

,
: ..

Sincerely•.
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To Wham It May Concern:

In 1927, the Federal Government purchased 88.81 acree (original i.and bsse) with
appropriated funds for the 150 MiW'ok Indians living in tmsarea known as the ·Wilton
Rancber:ia. Sacramento County. California. The group was o:rganized undel" the Indi.ai1· .
Reorganization Act of June 18, 1984, as amended, as the Me"Wuk Indiu Community of the
Wilton Rancheria. Federal recognition was extended to the Me-Wuk Indian Community of
theWiltoil Ranc.herla when ·the adult Indians were provided the oppo:i:twUty to vo~ as a

. tribe at a specW election to aooept or reject the terms of the Indi.a.D.Reo:rganizatioD Act
(IRA) of June 18, 1934, as amended. . On June 15, 1935, the adult vQters. of the Wilton
Ranchetia voted to accept the prov.isiOns of the mA. Pursuant to section 16 of the IRA. the
tribe ratified a constitution and bylaws on December 7, 1935, and the Sec,eta.ri. 9f the
interior app:roved the constitution on January 15. 1936, which effectively formally
organize~the tribe. .

Federal recognition of the Me~Wuk' Ind;an .Community of the Wilton Rancheria W8B

. terminated in 1964 in accordance with the provisions of the Rancheria Act of 1958, as
amended, At the time of termination, there were 83 Indians ~ on approximately 39
acres of land. The Wllton RaneheriA was one of the 41 tribes in California whose Federal
recognition WB$ terminated as result of the Rancherla.Act.

To provide a means for determihing that certain American 'Indian groups exist as. a tribe,
the Federal Government esta.blished depamnental p:rocedures and policy for ack::Jtowledging
that certain .American Indian groups exist sa tribes. .Ack:J1owledgment shall subject the
Indian tribe to the same authority of Congress and the United States to which othttt
Cedenilly acknowledged tribes are suhje~ted.. The Federal GQVernment acknowledgment
procedures, ae utifu;ed by the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, were initially
designed to be applicable for groups (tribal) who have never had federal recognition.
However, the criteria set forth in. ·this process caver a number of different categories so
thoroughly that they can a»d are used for tribes seeking federal recognitio~' under a
legislative or court processes.

·Although the Wilton Rancheria no longer had federal recognition status, the Tribe has over .
time reconstructed its tcibaL cultural, and political history .to the extent it has
delllOnstl'ated beyond a doubt that the tribe meets the tollowin.g· criteria fur federal
acknowledgement: (1.) The group has .l?een iden~d as an American Indian entity on a
substantially continuoUS basis since 1900; (2) A predom:inan.t porti!?n of the group comprises
a distinct comnnurlty and has existed as a 'commumty from historical times to the present;
(3) A copy of the group's present governing document including jts membership criteria; (4)
The group's'mernbersbip consists of indiViduals wbo descend from a historical Indian tribe
or from historical Indian tribes, which combined and functioned as a single autonomous
political entity; (5) The membership ot the group is composed principally of persons wbo are
not members of BJ1y acknowledged North American Indian tribe.
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The M~-Wuk Indian Community of the Wilton Ranclteria has demonstrated continuously .
that they a~~ a tribe in every sense, and, as such. Certainly sh,ould be considered having .
their Federal recognition restored. .

. Sincerely,

7'Toy Bur-dick ..
Troy Burdick .
Superintendent

bee: BIAM-3201-P5 Wilton Rancherla FY 2006 .
BIAM-87102-Tl Tribal Ope~ations Chron CY 2006
BIAM:-I0102-Tl Superintendent Chron CY 2006
Blind Copy (Caro]) .

CBRogers· Dav:is~06/1412006
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Unitedi..ates Department of thea.derfor .
BtJREAU OF INDIAN AFFAlRS

Central Califur$ Agency
650 Capitol ~~n,Suite 8-500
Sacramento, CA 95814-4710

IN REl'LY llmR'tO

.SEP 12 2006

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Central Califorrrla Agency, recognizes and supports the efibrts 'oftha .
Wilton Miwok Raneberia tribal community in its pursuit to regain its Federal Recognition status.
Forty-one federally recognized tribes throughout the State of CaIifD~a had their fe~ral
Recognition terminated as a dir~ result of the Ranche:ria Act of 1958, as amended, and the Wilton
Rancherla was one of those tribes. The Tribe's recourse.in challenging; its termination on the
premise of being illegal or wrongful tbtOugh a federal court action has long expired, leaving the
Wilton Rancheria with limited options to seek'relief.

In the Advisory CounCil on California Indian Policy Act of 1992, Congres~' established a statewide
Indian Council consisting of representatives. of federally recognized, telmiIiated and unacknowledged
California Tribes,·with the.Bureau of Indian ,Afi'airs serving on that Council as an ex-of5.c:iomember.
The Ad\7isory Coun'cil was. directed to sub~ reco~enflationS' to ~S9 regarding remedial
measures to address the special status problems or Cali£ornia's ~rmina~ed and unaclmowJedged
tribes. In that reportsubmi1ted to Congress in·1998t the Advisory Council'recommended thai "The
Wilton Miwok Indian Community, the- Federated, Indians 'af. the Graton Rancheria, and the
·Mishewoi.;'WappoTribe ot.Alexander Valley· meet the current criteria fo:t: restoration and should be
immediately restored by Congress." .

For the purposes of restoring Federal Recognition to the Wilton Rancheria; the Bureau of Indian
.Affairs recognizes those memberS identified as part·of the completed 4Mediation. AP.-eement of 1999"
as the representattves of the Wilton Tribal community. To advance the Tribe's effbrts to reacquire
Federal Recognition and to resolve ongoing intemal political strife, this agreement was developed,
agreed. to by all parties and implemented. .It is' our understanding that as of tlris date, tlris
agreement is stiR in effect and that the. following individuals still represent the Mediation
Agreement: . ' .' '. .. .

Ms. Mary Tarango, Co·Chairperson
Ms. AnitaFranklin, Co~Chairpei:$on
Ms. Darlene Daniels, Viee~Chairperson
Mr. Riehard Taylor, Treasurer

Please contact C3I1>1 Rogers~Davis, Acting Tribal Operations Officer, at (916) 9S(rS764 should you
have any questions with regard to this matter, .

Troy Burdick
Superintendent
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Advisory Council on,California' Indian Polley

Final Reports and Recommendations to the
,Congress of the United States

Pursuant to Public Law 1,02~41,6-----------------------

Executive Summary ,

Sept,ember, 1997

,::i:',' ~:.

',:li~;
- :»-~ ..~
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I. Introduction

A. Creation of the Advisory Council on California Indian Policy

In the Advisory Council on California Indian Policy Act of 1992,1 Congress established a statewide
Indian Council consisting of representatives of federally recognized. terminated and unacknowledged
California tribes. The Advisory Council was directed to submit recommendations to Congress regarding
remedial measures- to address the special status problems of California's terminated and unacknowledged
tribes, and the needs of California Indians relating to economic self-sufficiency, health and education. Section
5 of the Act provides, in part,tbat the Council shall; .

. (3) conduct a comprehensivestudy of-

. (A) the sOcial,economic, and political status of California Indians;
(B) the effectiveness of those policies and programs or the United States

that affect CaIifomi;t Indians; and
(C) the services and facilities being provided to California Indian tribes.

compared to those being provided to Indian tribes nationwide •••

And further provides that the Council shall:

(6) submit, by no later than the date that is 36 months af(er the date of the first meeting of the
Council. a report oil the study [studies] conducted under paragraph (3) together with
proposals and recommendations .. ~and such other information obtained pursuant to this
section as the Council deems relevant, to the Congress, the Secretary, and the Secretary
of Health and Human Services; and

(7) make such report available to California Indian tribes, tribal organizations and the public.

The Advisory Council, which held its first meeting in April 1994, established special task forces on
recognition, health,' education, economic development, culture and community services (encompassing

, governance and census issues) and held numerous public hearings throughout California. Its reports address
each of these subject areas, in addition to termination issues and the relationship between the federal trust
responsibility and the' protection of Indian lands arid natural resources in California. On July 27. 1997, the
Council held a statewide meeting of the California tribes in which it reviewed and-received further public
comments on the final drafts of the Council's reports.

Gatheringinformation in each of these subject areas from California's many recognized, terminated, and
unacknowledged tribes, and from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and other federal and state agencies, has
been a daunting task. Many people have assisted and cooperated in this historic endeavor. which represents
the first time that California Indians have been invited to speak directly to Congress about their problems.
Thus, the Council's reports and recommendations represent the views of California Indian people speaking
.about their problems, most of which can, be traced to their unique historical circumstances and the inconsistent
and misguided federal policies that have shaped their history ..

The Advisory Council's report to Congress includes this executive summary, eight separate reports (on
recognition, termination, health, education, culture-community services, economic development, and natural.
resources/trust responsibility), and an overview of California Indian history.
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B.' Contex~ of the Work of the Advisory Council

The reports of the Advisory Council focus on the contemporary and continuing effects of the federal
government's unjust and inequitable treatment of the California Indians. Not injustice isolated In time or
'effect, but a pattern of injustice that stretches across the better part of two' centuries and threatens to enter a
third. Not injustice based on ignorance or inadvertence, but injustice that has been acknowledged,
documented and studied by the federal government-then to a large extent ignored. Institutionalized injustice
that has affected every aspect of Indian, life in California. Injustice which has evolved from state-sanctioned
efforts to "exterminate" the Indians, to federal policies that perpetuate various forms of economic and social
oppression, deprivation of rights. and poverty within California's Indian communities.'

Thus, if is appropriate that a brief history of the California Indians be given in order to understand and
place in context their present situation. Although the Advisory Council's recommendations are forward-
looking, the unique history of the California Indians and the extraordinary regularity with which they have
been studied in the past, then largely ignored. serves to place their recommendations in a dearer light:

,

1. A Federal Pattern of Dishonor and Neglect

I
I

i
i
!i
J
II

While the history of the Federal-Indian relationship in California shares some common characteristics
with that of Native peoples elsewhere in the United States, it is different in many aspects. I It includes the
unprecedented magnitude of non-native migration into California after the discovery of gold in 1848, nine
days before the .signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo; the Senate's refusal to ratify the 18 treaties
negotiated with California tribes during 185.1-52; and the lawless nature of California's settlement after the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo; including state sanctioned efforts (countered only by nominal federal
resistance) to "exterminate" the indigenous population.'

A number of major events which occurred during the period from 1848 to 1853 had significant negative
consequences for California Indians. The 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo between the United states and
Mexico had resulted in a large cession of land to the United States, including more than 70;000,000 acres in
California to which the California Indians had aboriginaltitle.tAlthough the United States initiated efforts to
investigate and resolve the Indians' claims, these efforts were thwarted by the discovery of gold in California
in 1848 and the subsequent influx of thousands of Anglo-Europeans, hungry for California's mineral wealth
and its vast fertile valleys. who immediately clashed with the Indians. In addition, the admission of California
to statehood in 1850 increased resistance by the State's representatives to the Indians' land claims.

At the federal level.In 1851 the United States had Commissioners in the fieldnegotiating treaties with
approximately one-third to one-half of the California tribes. Eighteen treaties were negotiated with '139 Indian
signatories betweenMarch 19. 1851. andJanuary 7. 1852.s However. when the treaties were presented to the
United States Senate, under pressure from the California congressional delegation. it refused to ratify them.
Additionally, the Senate took the extraordinary step of placing the treaties under seal: Contemporaneous with
the initiative to negotiate treaties with the California tribes, Congress bad passed the Land Claims Act of , ,
1851/ which provided that all lands in California, the claim to which was invalid or not presented within two
years of the date of the Act, would pass into the public domain. Thus, while the treaty negotiations were in
progress, the limitations period on an California land claims, including Indian claims. was running as matter
of federal law. .Not surprisingly, the California Indians were unaware of the need to present then: claims, and
failed to meet the 1853 statutory deadline," Their fate as landless Indians was then sealed when the Senate
refused to ratify the treaties. Deprived of protected legal title to their lands by treaty or formal claim, the
California Indians, with the exception of certain bands of Mission Indians which were protected in their .
occupancy by early Spanish land grants, 'became homeless.
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These actions by the United States Government are the genesis of the tribal status problems in
California. Had the treaties been ratified, they would have established an Indian land base in California of
approximately 8.5 million acres, and accorded formal recognition to most of the unacknowledged California
Indian groups that are currently seeking federal recognition. In addition, had Congress required the Attorney
General to. file claims on behalf of the unlettered and uninformed Indian tribes under the 1851 statute's claims. . . . .

procedure, it is likely that additional California tribes would have been recognized and their lands protected
.from adverse claims. Because of these early breaches of faith by the United States, the California Indian land
base today is minuscule, a large number of California tribes have no land whatsoever, and the majority of
California Indians, whose lands were taken and. tribes dispersed through allotment and military force, are .
deemed ineligible for programs funded through the BIA. .

To say that the native Indian tribes and bands of California suffered greatly with the influx of Anglo-
Europeans during the mid-1800s is to. grossly understate the brutality with which they were treated. The
California Indian population in 1851 has been conservatively estimated at over 100,000.& Thirty-nine years
later, the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs' for 1890 recorded a population of 15,293. This
represents almost an 85% decline in population from the most conservative 1851 population estimates. Indian
people were forced off their land, relocated away from populated areas, and often served as a source of
indentured labor for the largely White population. It was not unusual during this wild period of California
history for groups of Indians to be hunted down and slaughtered with impunity," Indian culture was brutally
repressed and the federal government's weak attempts to protect isolated Indians from genocide (the term
"extermination" was in popular usage at the time) by certain elements.of the White population were largely
unsuccessful. Some Indian groups were forcibly removed to the four authorized California reservations," but
even this "solution" afforded them only a small measure of physical protection and subsistence. .

MAjor shifts in federal Indian policy at the national level during the late 191h century exacerbated the .
Iridian problems in California. The passage of the General Allotment Act in 1887 opened parts of the limited
number of Indian reservations in California to non-Indian settlement. and divided the tribal land base. More
lands passed out of Indian ownership, Congress' efforts to assimilate the Indian people failed, and more
California Indians were rendered homeless and defenseless against a hostile White population. The situation
at the turn of the last century was exceedingly grim. The incidence of disease and death among California
Indians was extremely high, tribal culture in many areas bad been devastated, and most of the dwindling
population of California Indians sought refuge in remote areas of the state where they were tolerated rather
than accepted.

In 1905, the injunction of secrecy on the 18 unratified treaties was' removed by order of the Senate, and
for the first time the public was informed of their existence. At the behest of government officials and citizens
sympathetic to the economic and physical distress of California Indians, Congress passed special legislation
to acquireisolated parcels of land for homeless California Indians. The Indian Appropriation Act for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1905, authorized an investigation of the conditions among the Indians of northern
California and directed that some plan for their improvement be submitted to the next Congress. C.B. Kelsey
was designated special agent to conduct the investigation. Kelsey commenced his investigation on August 8,
1905, and over the next several months personally inspected almost every Indian settlement between the
California-Oregon border and Mexico. Between 1906 and 1910, a series of appropriation Acts were passed
that provided funds to purchase small tracts of land in the central and northern parts of the state for the
landless Indians of those areas. A number of Indian communities, and remnant groups of larger aboriginal
tribes and bands, were restored to modest parcels of land and given some measure of protection and
recognition by the federal government. These land acquisitions resulted in what has been referred to as the
Rancheria System in California. . '

In 1934, Congress passed the Indian Reorganization Act (lRA).11 The IRA announced a new federal '
Indian policy encouragingtribal self-government and eliminating the "absolutist" executive discretion
previously exercised by the Interior Department and the Office of Indian Affairs. 12 In addition., it stemmed the
dramatic loss of Indian land that had become the hallmark of the Allotment Period" by prohibiting the
transfer of Indian land except under narrowly defined conditions." Pursuant to the lRA's policy of
reconstituting tribal governments, the J;lIA supervised elections among the California tribes, including most of
the rancheria groups, on whether to accept or reject the tribal reorganization provisions of the IRA. I.S
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Although many tribes accepted the provisions of the Act, ultimately, few Caurornia tribes benefitted
economically from the IRA because of the continuing inequities in the funding offederal Indian programs in
California" and the fact that implementation of the lRA in California was cut short. by another shift in federal.
Indian policy.

Beginning in i944, forces within the ~IA began to propose partial liquidation of the rancheria system."
'This recommendation was prompted in part by a sincere dissatisfaction with the inherentproblems that
existed as a result of the way the rancherias were acquired and managed by the federal government Yet, this
limited initiative evolved over the next 14 years into a policy that advocated termination of the federal trust
responsibility to all California tribes and the total withdrawal of BIA programs from California. Thus, even
the limited efforts to address the needs of 'California Indians at the turn of the century, and again through
passage of the IRA. were halted by the federal government when it adopted the policy of termination.
California became a primary target of this policy when Congress slated forty-one (41) California rancherias
for termination pursuant to the Rancheria Act of 1958.18

Under the terms of the Rancheria Act, lands were distributed in.fee to individual Indians, but the water
and sanitation facilities promised the Indians under the terms of the Act were, in virtually every circumstance,
either inadequate or not provided at all. Moreover, the Indians' dire need for adequate housing was not even
addressed. As a consequence, most of the distributed lands were rendered uninhabitable and were .
subsequently sold or passed out of Indian ownership pursuant to tax sales, or sales made under duress to
'obtain the most basic necessities of life. This situation persisted until the late 1960s when the California
tribes, assisted by Legal Services attorneys, commenced a series of lawsuits to un-terminate the California
rancherias and to restore to California tribes and bands the recognition, authority and eligibility for programs
that had been stripped from them by the ill-fated termination policy and decades of BIA inaction and
incompetence in overseeing their Indian affairs. .

During' the past quarter century, judicial decisions and settlements have restored 27 of the 38 rancherias
that were terminated under the original Rancheria Act 19 Two additional tribes, the United Auburn Indian
Community and the Paskenta Band of Nomlaki Indians, were restored by Acts of Congress in 1993.20 ,

. Since the late 19605 and the advent of the Indian Self-Determination Policy, California tribes---federally
recognized, terminated and unacknowledged--have struggled on a number of fronts to reverse the effects of
inconsistent federal policies and institutionalized federal neglect of the CaliforniaIndians. Their efforts have
been concentrated in four major areas: (1) equal treatment and parity in funding between BIA programs and
services provided through the Sacramento Area and other BIA Area Offices; (2) restoration of federal
recognition and services to tribes terminated under the California Rancheria Act; (3) implementation of
federal acknowledgment criteria that accord fair consideration to the unique history and problems of
California's unacknowledged tribes; and (4) the eligibility of non-federally recognized CaliforniaIndians for
Snyder Act programs. The Advisory Council's repoits document these' decades-long efforts and provide
compelling justification for' Congressional intervention to resolve them in a manner favorable to the
California Indians.

2. Federal Awareness of the Situation of the Califo rnia Indians (1852-1997)

There are few, if any, tribes of American Indians which have been studied with the frequency and
attention accorded the California Indians. With an astonishing regularity, Congress, the Executive Branch, the,
State of California, and private entities, have been motivated to examine and report on the condition of the
California Indians. What motivated them? Certainly, to some extent, the complaints and pleas of the
California Indians themselves. But, even more so, the authors of these reports were moved by the clear
injustice of the Indian situation in California. E. F. Beale;" Superintendent of the California Indian Agency,
writing in 1852 to the Commissioner on Indian Affairs, advised that if the government failed to take '
immediate measures'to preserve the California Indians from "total extinction" it would subject the American
republic to «everlasting disgrace.'?' Superintendent Beale was alluding to the responsibility that arose from
the government's knowledge of the Indians' desperate condition; that, at some point, governmental neglect in



the face of such knowledge and the means to redress the Indians' condition would be seen as malevolent and
disgraceful. As Beale put it, action was necessary "to [preserve] us ... from the charge of intentional and
premedit:at;ed extinction of our Indian population," His words, with their references to the gap between the
observed injustices and the political will to redress them, and to the conflict between the accumulation of
wealth and the observance of basic humanrights, ring true today:

Driven from their fishing and hunting grounds, hunted themselves like wild beasts,
lassoed. and torn from bomes made miserable by want, and forced into slavery, the
wretched remnant which escapes starvation on the one hand, and the relentless whites on
the other. only do so to rot and die of a loathsome disease, the penalty of Indian associa-

, tion with frontier civilization ..•• I earnestly call the early attention of the government to
this condition of affairs, and to a plan I have proposed in a previous Jetter for its relief. It
is a crying sin that our government, so wealthy and so powerful, should shut its eyes to
the miserable fateof these rightful owners of the soil. Wbat'is the expense of half a
million for the permanent relief of these poor people to a government so rich? A single
dry-dock; or a public building, costs twice that, and is voted without a dissenting voice:
and yet here are seventyfive thousand human beings devoted to a death so miserable that
humanity shudders to contemplateit, and these very people the owners of that soil from
which we monthly receive millions; that very soil whose timeJy golden harvests have
saved from bankruptcy, probably, the very men who will oppose this appropriation. I ask
an appropriation of five hundred thousand dollars for the Indians in this State.22

[Emphasis in origlnal.]

Beale's plea for the Indians' relief established themes that echo in every report and statement on the
condition of the California Indians spanning the last century and a half: governmental knowledge of the
inhumanity and, injustice of the treatment of the Indians, followed by either its refusal to act or its adoption of
a polic.y or course of action that provided little to alleviate the conditions complained of, and in some
instances actually aggravated them. The Advisory Council's reports, submitted almost a century and a half
after Beale's, provide recommendations designed to break this historical pattern of federal malfeasance
arid neglect,

, In general, Beale's report and those that followed envisioned a federal response that would improve the
health, education and general welfare of the California Indians. It is thus appropriate, in this first report to
Congress by "the California Indians themselves, to list some of the most significant of these earlier reports and

, to provide excerpts from each, which demonstrate the history of the inequitable treatment of the
California Indians.

1883: Report o~ the Condition and Needs of the Mission Indians of California. Made
by SpecialAgen~ Helen Jackson and Abbot Kinney. to the Commissiqner of
Indian Affairs2.3

From tract after tract of {their aboriginal] lands they have been driven out, year by year, by the white settlers of
the country, until they can retreat no farther .... The responsibility for this wrong rests, perhaps; equally divided
,between the United States Government, which permitted lands thus occupied by peaceful agricultural communities
to be put "in market," and the white men .... The Government cannot justify this neglect on the plea of ignorance.

:u

We recommend the establishment of more schools. At least two more are immediately needed. ..• These
, Indians are all keenly alive to the value of education. I~ every village that we visited we were urged to ask the

Government to give them a school," "
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1906: Report of Special Agent C~E.Kelsey to the Commissioner of Indian AffairsU

The responsibility of the National Government for the present condition of the non-reservation Indians of
California seems clear. Had the Government given these Indians the same treatment as it did other Indians in the
United States, their condition today would be very different •..

.'.. It should be remembered that the Government still owes these people considerable sums of money, morally
at least, but the Government owes more than money. No amount of money can repay these Indians for the years of
misery, despair, and death which the Governmental policy has inflicted upon them. No reason suggests itself to your
special agent why these Indians should not be placed in the same situation as all other Indians in the United States .... 2,7

1926: Transactions of the Commonwealth Club of Callfornla"

The executive bas always in fact admitted a much more definite obligation toward Indians whose right to land,
assistance. and protection, was specifically safeguarded by treaty, than to those unfortunate Indians, like those of
California, who have never been able to point to a definite promise on the part of the United States measuring the
irreducible minimum of protection to which they were entitl~29

1926: The Legal Status of the California Indian"

[The Indians of California] are the neediest of their race, and yet they receive, in educational and health services,
and in more direct aid, far less per capita than the average throughout the country,"

1933: Superintendent D.H. Lipps' Statement on the Condition of the California
Indians Under the Jurisdiction of the Sacramento Indian Agency~

In the first place. it should be stated that the situation of the Indians under this [Sacramento Indian) Agency
differs from that in any other part of the State or Nation where large numbers are affected.. Here the Indians were
ruthlessly and utterly dispossessed by the early gold miners, and unlike Indians in the extreme Northwestern and
Southern parts of the State, no Executive Order, or other reservations were ever provided for those living in the
Sacramento and Joaquin valleys and along the Sierra foothills ...• From a condition of self-supporting, free men they
were at once reduced to a state of peonage, in many cases were sold into slavery, and thus despoiled of the lands of
their fathers and ground down into the earth by irresistible force, they have been almost compelled to become
vagabonds and pitiable objects of destitution, want and misery. )J •

You and other members of your Committee visited and inspected a number of these rancherias when you held'
hearings in California last year. You saw how utterly hopeless it is for the Indians to improve their"conditions without
some aid from the Government You heard the stories of their destitution and suffering from the Indians themselves,
and I am sure your personal knowledge of the situation will enable you forcibly t~ present their needs aDd the justice
of their plea for help to the proper authorities in Washington who may be in position to answer, at least in part. their
cry for help," ' .

1937: Report ortbe Secretary of the'Interior ~n Senate Bill 1651 and Senate Bill 1779,
to Amend the California Indian Jurisdictional Act of May 18, 1928

The total of land now held in trust for California Indians, much of it of poor quality. is approximately 368,000
acres. But there has been no adequate assistance in matters of credit or agricultural organization; and itmust be said
that an expenditure of not less than $20,000,000 of Federal funds, a~ross 50 years of time, has left the great majority
of the California Indians in a state of acute poverty.
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1944: The Status of the Indian in California.Today, A Report by John G. Rockwell,
Superintendent of the Sacramento Agency to the Commissioner of I~dian Affairs

With little land, with nC5 otberresources, with not even adequate credit facilities available, the thought is inescapable that
the restrictive co~trol exercised by the Federal GoveCnmentover these Indians is a handicap rather than' an assistance.3S

. .. We need to take stock of ourselves and recognize how woefully inadequate, our Welfar~ S~ice is~36

1969: Final Report to the Governor and the Legislature by the State Advis()ry
Commission on Indian Affairs

[We recommend that the] California Indians be declared eligible to participate in aU federally funded programs
for Indians on the same basis as Indians in other states ...• 3~

·1969: senate Joint Resolution No. 32..California Legislature. August' 21 , 1969ls

Whereas, The Indians of California are virtually excluded from participation in various federal programs and
services that are available to other Indians of the United States; .•.. therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate and Assembly of the State ofCaliforniii,jointly,

That the Legislature of the State of California respectfully memorializes the President and the Congress of the United
states to establish a policy that insures that California Indians are included to the fullest extentin various federal

.programs and services that are available to other Indians. of the United States.

1969: Report of United States Senate Special Subcommittee on Indian Education of
the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare

While the Federal Government has been devising new programs to assist the Indian and while Congressional
expenditures for Indian education have increased significantly since World War n. these benefits have not accrued to
California Indians. The withdrawal in the late 1940's and early1950's of the already minimal Federal assistance which
California Indians then received has been wen documented. ... Although the Federal program [for Indian health care]
in California was never large, even that was phased out by the Public Health Service [after it assumed responsibility
in ,1955].... The Federal government discontinued its minimal welfare assistance to California Indians iil1952 ...

1971: .Decent Homes: A Report on the Need for an Emergency Housing Grant for
. Rural California Indians. California Indian Legal Services"

Out of a rural Indian population of about 40,000, at least seventy per cent, and probably closer to ninety per cent,
are ill housed. ... During the last three years, the Bureauof Indian Affairs in California bas had an annual housing
budget of about $300,000 per year ...• [which] represents about one per cent of the money needed. to substantially
improve the overall housing picture for California Indians .... It is estimated by Bureau officials that to substantially
correct the situation, about thirty million dollars would be needed in California. 40 [Emphasis in original.]

1972: Statement of Senator John Thnney before the United States Senate:
Discrimination against California ~ildi.ans41

... California is not now receiving a fair share of BIA and IHS funds and all California Indians are morally and
legally entitled to participate on an equal basis in BIA and ms programs in the fields of education, health, housing,
and economic development. .
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1973: Indian Eligibility for Bureau Services-" A Look at THbaI Recogmtion and
Individual Rights to Serviees'" . .

[HJistorically, California Indians have received much less consideration than Indians of other states .. _ .43

[Emphasis in original. J

... California Indians number 36,489 as documented by the 1970 census. They are aU presently eligible for BlA
services, yet the Bureau has onlybeen funded to serve the 6,151 Indians living on trust lands. It is true that all of the
native California Indians have been served to some extent, yet the degree has been greatly limited by the available
funds. IUs apparent that the BlA must be appropriated the funds which are commensurate with its obligation,"

The 1973 BIA budget allocated $5,117,000 to spend for Callfomia Indians. To bring the allocated funds in
accordance with the true eligible service population, the federal government should appropriate approximately
$11,172,000 which includes $600;000 for Johnson O'Malley funds to help remedy the educational crisis among
native California Indians."

\

1976: Study by the Deparf:n:lentof Housing and Community Development,
State of California

Examination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Budget data since 1969 reveals that California has not been
receiving its fair share of BlA allocations based on its service population or on its needs and that action is required to
rectify the present inequitable funding levels.

California Indians who comprise almost 7% of the BIA'~ service population have received only 1 - 2% of the
Bureau's "total budget since 1969 .•.. [L]ong term underfunding of the Bureau's Sacramento Area Office
(encompassing the State of California) has caused economic hardship for the Indians of California.

1977: A Report to the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Regarding
Funding of Bureau Programs in the Sacramento Area46

fA chart for FY 1975) shows the percentage of the total [B.I.A..] allotment for each area, i.e. Sacramento
received 1.32% of the total funds available with a population of 36,255 or 6.68% of the population. Based on
population, Sacramento bas a Jow $309.97 of the total allotments made for Fiscal Year 1975 .•.. Minneapolis's net
allotment is $859 per person .... [TJhe average for Billings is $970 [per person] •. " [TJhe average for Portland is

n "$1,576 per person ....

1984: Report of the California Indian Task Force"

Administratively, the Sacramento Area in FIScal Year 1984 had an assigned budget of $14.212.000 representing
1.7 percent of the overall Bureau budget and approximately 173 [personnel] positions _ .. compared to a Bureau-
wide total of 14,690 or 1.2 percent. 49 [Emphasis in original.] .

[For California Indians] there are large areas of unmet needs in terms of housing, educational levels and in
nearly all areas of Bureau' programs that are normally provided elsewhere .... 50

. . .. The funding base of five or ten years ago appears to have been established at minimum levels to
accommodate a program directed toward a land base that has not changed significantly but which requires a higher .
level of management and toward a population base greatly underestimated. • .. Even a three-fold increase in base
funding for California would not address the needs of approximately 50,000 California Indian people who cannot
establish tribal membership but who are nevertheless eligible for many programs. SI

In summary, funding levels determining the base allocation for the Sacramento Area are based upon incorrect
numbers. Few programs, availability of some State programs and a service concept based upon trust property
management and individual service has kept funding levels low, Moreover, because of the long period involved in
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termination matters here in th~ State of California, generalprograms to meet the needs of the Indians of California,
whether they be members of tribal or other groups or not. has [sic) been Inadequate."

1991: Summary Report on the California Consultation Meetirig,
. Stanford University. May 5. 199153

. Historically. the Bureau's programs in California have focused upon programs related to trust land-and assets
and upon limited services to Indian people who were either reservationfrancheria residents or jn close proximity.
Hence, base funding levels in California have always been extremely limited and inadequate. Established at
mlnimal levels, funding has remained relatively constant for years. Funding levels do Dot reflect any adjustments
to accommodate increasing workload, increasing demands for services, an increase in the number of tribal
governments, and increasing need based on the increasing capability of tribal governments.

A strong theme evident throughout the testimony was the inadequacy and inequity of California funding
levels. In many instances, equity funding was tied to a request for base tribal funding. While equity arguments
certainly support such funding. testimony made it clear that the equity issue goes beyond the immediate need for
base funding. As tribal capability increases, the opportunity and need to expand into additional activities In-:
creased also. Hence, base funding represents the statting point for redressing equity issues.

Still to be addressed is the larger question of how, in a more equitable manner that is responsive to
the total situation in California. to allocate total federal dollars. Both on a tribal basis and in terms of
total Indian population, California has been grossly under funded."

These and other reports support the premise that inconsistent and misguided federal policies have played a
dominant role in denying many California Indians their status as tribal peoples, and in perpetuating the gross
under-funding of Indian programs and services in California. Within the Departments of the Interior and Health
and Human Services, the Advisory Council'sreports document a pattern of institutional bias, if not outright dis-
crimination, against California Indians in the funding and implementation of these programs and services relative
to other areas of the country=

3. The Time for Decisive Federal Action Is Now

History cannot be rewritten. yet its continuing effects can be examined and understood, and efforts
initiated in the present to remedy them, This is the goal offhe Advisory Council: that its recommendations not
languish with those of previous reports, but instead provide a blueprint for a unique partnership between 'the
CalifomiaIndians, Congress and the Executive Branch. within the context of the Federal-Indian trust
relationship and Congress' long-standing dealings with the California Indians, to address the special status
problems of California's unacknowledged tribes and the institutionaliied under-funding of federal Indian
programs and services in California, .

Looking at the current problems of California Indians against the sobering backdrop of California Indian
history, it.is not surprising that in many areas the California tribes have fallen far short of their aspirations and
potential. Congress itself recognized this in the language and purpose of the Advisory Council on California
Indian Policy Act of 1992, and iri the Act's intent to give the California Indians 'a primary role in the .
formulation of recommendations to address these problems. To this end. the recommendations of the Advisory
Council are forward-looking, targeting the present-day effects of past injustices and proposing solutions that
will require a true partnership and close cooperation between federal and tribal officials into the next century.
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C. Major Themes of the ACCIP Reports

There are three major areas of need identified by the Advisory Council in its reports. These needs
gravitate around the themes of relationship, policy and specific substantive issues. An examination of the
specific problems, however, reveals that the failure of relationship and policy is pervasive. Thus, the
recommended solutions to substantive problems frequently depend on and are tied to changes in federal
policy and.ultimately, the way in which the federal government deals with California Indians.

1.The Need to Recast the Federal-Indian relationship in California

California Indians' seek a true partnership with the federal government based on principles of justice
and equity. This means creating new opportunities by linIcing federal resources and support with. '
demonstrated and potential tribal self-sufficiency initiatives. ,California Indians seek the opportunity to fully
develop and build upon their own initiatives for survival and selfdetermination, but they need the support of
Congress and the Executive Branch in creating the appropriate legal and financial mechanisms to implement
the Advisory Council's recommendations, coupled with the technical assistance necessary to develop and
enhance tribal capacity. '

,2. The Need to Formulate a New Federal.Indian Policy in California Through a Dialogue
Between the Federal Government and the California Indians

, For more than a century, California Indians suffered, the unilateral imposition of federal policies of
forced assimilation, neglect and termination. Even when genuine concern was expressed for the' needs of the
California Indians, the proposed solution, with rare exceptions, was formulated by' the BIA based on its view
of the Indians' needs. Today, this lack of dialogue is manifest most clearly In the BINs attempts to restrict
eligibility for federal Indian programs and services to members of federally recognized tribes-iri violation of
federal law and contrary to its own past dealings with other categories of California Indians." Continuation

,of this kind of one-sided policy formulation is neither acceptable nor appropriate in light of Congress' broad
and unprecedented mandate in the Advisory Council on California Indian Policy Act of 1992.57

Speaking on the floor of the House regarding passage of the Act and the significance of the Advisory
Council's report to Congress, Representative George Miller put it this way: ' l

This report will provide a blueprint for the futur« of California Indians. We will use the
recommendations of the council as we approach California Indian policy in the 1990s
and on into the next century. The bill puts the tribes at the helm and empowers them to
come up with new ideas to achieve .funding equity and to resolve the plight of
unacknowledged tribeS.SB

3~The Need to Address Specific 'Substantive Issues Identified in the Advisory Council's Reports

Two major substantive themes surface throughout the reports: (1) unresolved questions of tribal and
individual Indian status; and (2) the historical and continuing Inequities in the development and funding of
federalIndian programs and services in California, A third theme, which lies at the hem of tribal economic
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survival and the promise of self-determlnation,: is the Jack of adequate tribal homelands in California.
Currently, federal policy and/or legislative constraints limit development of a comprehensive program for
addressing the land needs of California tribes.

D. The AdvisoryCouncil's Proposed Deflnttlon of California Indian

The Advisory Council's recommendation for a new definition of "California Indian" is relevant to each of
the Council's reports and is, therefore, repeated in most More importantly, the definition is an integral part of the
Council's effort, through its recommendations, to reestablish the proper boundaries of the Federal-Indian trust

. relationship in California. Moreover, the Council's proposed definition parallels Congress' adoption, in the
Indian Health Care Improvement Act Amendments of 1988, of a uniform definition of California Indian for
purpose~ of health care.59 . .

Historically, Congress has dealt with California Indians as a discrete group for purposes of federal
benefits and services, as evidenced by the Homeless California Indian Appropriations Acts of the early 19OOs.
the California Indian Claims Cases, and the current eligibility of California Indians for health care services
provided by the Indian HealthService (lliS). In addition, 'several federal agencies have recognized the unique
history of federal relations with California Indians. and haveadjusted their eligibility criteria accordingly.
These federal actions are consistent with the principle that programs authorized by the Snyder Act;60which is
the primary authority for most BIA and IHS programs. are for the "special benefit" of all Indians. and that any
ambiguity should be resolved in favor of·inclusion.6J The BIA. however.after decades of similarly
recognizing the broad eligibility of California Indians for federal Indian programs has, since the mid-1980s,
insisted that only members of federally recognized tribes are eligible for the services it provides, even where
the particular statute or regulation is intended to have a broader application. .

Thus, the Advisory Council strongly urges Congress to reconfirm its long-standing relationship with aU
California Indians by adopting the following definition of California Indian for purposes of eligibility for aU
pro~ and services available to Indians based on their status as Indians:

"California Indian" shan include:

• any member oC a federally recognized California India.n tribe;

• any descendant of an Indian who was residing in California on June
1, 1852, but only if such descendant

- is a member of an Indian community served by·a tribe, the
BIA, the IHS or any other federal agency, and

- is regarded as an Indian in.the community in which such
descendant lives;

• any California Indian who holds trust interests in public domain,
national forest or Indian reservation allotments in California;

• any California Indian who is listed on the plans for distribution of
assets of California raneherias and reservations under the Act of

August 18, 1958(72.Stat. 619), and any descendant of such an Indian; and

• any California Indian who is Jisted on the rolls of California Indians
prepared in 1933, 1955 and 1972 for the distribution of the United
States Co~rt oC Claims and Indian Claims Commission awards.
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II. The 'Reports and Recommendations

The Advisory Council reports and recommendations are, as Congressman George Miller aptly stated, "a
blueprint for the future of California Indians," and should, as he suggests, put "the tribes at the helm" so that
the solutions implementedare those of their own choosing.

The eight reports cover the following subjects: Recognition, Termination Community Services,
Education, Economic Development, Trust and Natural Resources, Culture, and Health. In addition, the
Historical Overview report, which provides important historical information on the California Indians and , '
their relations with the federal government, will assist the reader in placing the reports and recommendations
in context What follows is a brief summary of each report, accompanied by a list of the related Advisory
Council recommendations. Some recommendations, such as the proposed definition of "California Indian,"
appearin more than one report because of their importance and relevance to more than one subject area.

. A. The Report on Federal Recognition

Summary: At every hearing the Advisory Council conducted, the testimony confirmed that tribal status
clarification is a primary issue of concern to California Indiaris. The term "unacknowledged" refers to those
Indian groups whose status as tribes has never been officially "recognized" by the United States or, if
recognized in the past, is now denied by the United States. 'There are more unacknowledged Indian tribes in
California than in any other single state. . .

The current federal acknowledgment process (25 C.ER Part 83) is not appropriate for California tribes. '
Since the procedure was established in 1978, only one California tribe has suceessfully completed the process.
A major problem with the current process is that it requires unacknowledged tribes to prove their status as
self-governing entities continuously throughout history, substantially without interruption, as though that
history did not include the federal and state policies that contributed to the destruction and repression of these

, very same native peoples and cultures. . '
, The issue of federal recognition is crucial to all California Indians because its focus is the development

of a coherent and consistent federal process for determining which Indian tribes shall be included within the '
federal-tribal trust relationship. Thisreport discusses 'the history of federal neglect of California Indians and
how that history has led to the current situation 'of many of the unacknowledged tribes. It also discusses the
problems presented by the current federal acknowledgment process, and explains how the proposed
"California Tribal Status Act of 1997," or equivalent administrative policy and regulatory changes, will result
in a more just procedure for California tribes seeking federal acknowledgment

The report does not recommend specific tribes for recognition, because the entire recognition process, as
applied to California Indians', is flawed. Indeed, the Advisory Council recommends that the Federal
Acknowledgment Procedure be modified to ensure that all California tribes seeking recognition are assured of
a fair determination of their status.

Recommendations:

1. The Caiiforma Tribal Status Act of 1997 (CTSA) should be enacted to,
address the unique status problems of California's unacknowledged tribes.

-~-------------------------------------------
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Discussion: This California-specific legislation contemplates the creation of a Commission on
California Indian Recognition with the authority to review and decide petitions for federal acknowledgment

. submitted by unacknowledged California Indian tribes under definite administrative procedures and
guidelines. These. procedures and guidelines have been developed through an extensive consultation
conducted under the auspices of the Advisory Council and involving representatives of California's federally
recognized, terminated' and unacknowledged tribes, as well as California's highest ranking BIA and Indian
Health Service (lIlS) representatives.

The federal acknowledgment criteria contained in the draft bill are derived from early standards for federal
recognition discussed by former Solicitor Felix·S. Cohen in his treatise on Federal Indian Law (the Cohen criteria).
The existing federal regulations (25 C.ER. Part 83 - Procedures For Establishing That An American Indian .
Group Exists As An Indian Tribe), judicial decisions, as well as the provisions of earlier federal acknowledgment
bills introduced in the House and Senate, were also used, The proposed criteria contain special provisions that
address the unique problems the existing federal acknowledgment process poses for California tribes.

The Advisory Council recommends that the 12-year Commission, which would be based in California,
be supported by an annual appropriation of $1,500,000 for the lifetime of the Commission. It should be noted
that funding of the BIA's Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (BAR) for the last 17 years has not
materially assisted in the resolution of acknowledgment petitions submitted by California tribes .

2. As an alternative to legislative action, the Secretary of the Interior should
institute fundamental policy changes to the Federal Acknowledgment
Process on behalf of Californiats unacknowledged tribes. T~ese changes
should include:

a. Use of rebuttable presumptions to: (1) mitigate the historical effects on California's
unacknowledged tribes of repressive federal and state Indian laws and policies that sought to
destroy or discourage essential aspects of tribal authority and culture; and (2) extend federal

. acknowledgment to tribes meeting the previous federal acknowledgment standards;

b. An allowance for gaps of up to 40 years in the proof submitted. in support of a petitioner's
identification. as an Indian group and its exercise of political influence Q! use 1934, the date of the
Indian Reorganization Act, as the date from which proof of these criteria shall be required;

c. Evaluation of evidence of "community" for California Indian groups should focus on net-
works of social interaction between group members, rather than on geographic proximity of
community members; and .

d. Revision of the term. "predominant portion." as it applies to that part of the membership of the
petitioner comprising a community, to a "substantial portion."

Discussion: The application of a rebuttable presumption tothree of the BAR criteria for federal
acknowledgment (identification as an Indian group on a substantially continuous basis, evidence of
community, and exercise of political influence or authority) creates a fairer allocation of the burden of proof.
See Section 6(c) of the CTSA. In addition, the California approach creates a rebuttable presumption of federal
acknowledgment if the following three requirements are met:

not less than 75 percent of the current members of the petitioner are
descendants !>fmembers of the California Indian group with respect
to which the petitioner bases its claim of acknowledgment; .

the membersblp of the petitioner is composed primarily of persons
who are not members of any other-Indian tribe; and

the petitioner is' the successor in interest to a treaty or treaties
(whether or not ratified), or has been the subject of other
specifically listed federal actions.
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Once these requirements are met, the presumption is that the petitioner bas been previously
acknowledged and is deemed to have met the first three criteria for present acknowledgment. See Sections
6(d)(I) and (2) of the crSA.

The Advisory Council recommends that the criteria dealing with identification as an Indian group and
the group's exercise of political influence over its members allow for gaps of up 1040 years and include a .
rebuttable presumption stating that changes in the community interaction; organization or political influence
of a California Indian group, which occurred during the period 1852 to 1934, did not constitute either
abandonment or cessation of tribal relations, The reason for the allowance for interruptions and this
presumption is that the federal government should not be allowed to benefit from its own policies and laws,
and tbose of the State of California. which prohibited or discouraged essential elements of tribal authority and
culture during this time period, In effect, the federal and state governments created conditions in California
during this period that made it impossible, or extremely dangerous or difficult, for most California Indian
tribes, especially those who were not "protected" by the Missions, to freely or publicly engage in tribal
relations or to identify themselves as Indians. It would be unconscionable to force California Indian groups
that suffered through this period to provide evidence that, for the most part, does not exist because of the
actions or neglect of the federal and state governments. If there' has been voluntary abandonment or cessation
of tribal relations during this period, it is properly the federal government'sburden to prove it.

A second approach would be to require proof of identification as an Indian group from 1934. thedate of
the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), to the present. This approach makes sense for two reasons. First, the
advent of a new Indian reorganization policy represented the first time, since the pre-treaty era. that California
tribes were encouraged to function openly and publicly. Second, using 1934 as the base date would also
eliminate the need to include those provisions mentioned above governing presumptions and allowances for
interruptions in continuity of tribal identity and exercise of tribal political influence. For example. a petitioner
would have to demonstrate evidence as a distinct Indian group from 1934 to present. and if the character of
the group as an Indian entity has from time to time been denied, this would not be considered conclusive
evidence that this criterion has not been met. This would be a workable and fair way to apply this criterion to
petitioning California tribes .

. The Advisory Council recommends that the term "community" be defined more broadly to account for
the fact that genocide and Califomia ..state laws which indentured Indians and discriminated against them
during the latter half of the 19th century resulted in wide geographic dispersal of tribal members. Therefore,
for California Indian groups, the focus of the term should be on networks of social interaction between group
members, regardless of territorial proximity, though the geographic proximity of members to one another and
to any group settlement or settlements would still be a factor in determining whether a community exists.
Moreover, as long as there is an existingcommunity that can demonstrate descendancy from an Indian group
that historically inhabited a specific area, it should sufficy.· .

Finally, the requirement that a "predominant portion" of the membership of the petitioner comprise a
community as defined is problematic. The Advisory Council recommends tbat.a "substantial portion" be set
as the standard. This standard reflects the unique problems created by wide geographic dispersal and
dislocation of California Indian Groups .

. 3. Technical assistance to complete the Federal Acknowledgment Process
should be provided to those petitioning California tribes that have requested
such assistance.

Discussion: For the past 36 months the Advisory Council has provided state-wide leadership and a
forum for tribes to communicate, assist each other and organize resources. It is necessary for this forum to
continue. Re-authorization of the Advisory Council is one potential mechanism for ensuring ongoing
leadership. A consortium of. tribes with adequate funding would be another vehicle.

The lack of available funds to assist the California tribes in completing petitions and developing realistic
economic plans is extremely alarming because the Task Force learned at the White House and national
meetings of unacknowledged tribes) that other regions with far fewer tribes in need of completing the process
have received far more fmarl.cial support. In the last 36 months, the Recognition Task Force was given a
budget of $25,000 to work on recognition issues and to finalize this report. With this modest sum. the Task
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Force was able to organize educational meetings and workshops on legislation, attend and represent the
California tribes at meetings, as well as gather information from the BAR and tribes to complete this report
,This work is ,vital and is essential for the petitioning tribes of California. and should be supported by
adequate funding. .

At least $500,000 a year for the next 12 years should be appropriated for this technical assistance, Two
aspects of assistance relative to the acknowledgment process should be provided: (1) assistance in completing'
the petition and review process, and (2) assistance in formulating realistic economic development plaits

,upon acknowledgment '

4. There needs to be a clear definition of California Indian for purposes of eligibility for
all federal programs and services available to Indians based on their status as Indians.
~ definition of "Californ.ia Indian;' at Section I(D), supra, at page 14.)
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8. The Report on Termination

Summary: The Termination Policy sought to end the special trust relationship between the United
states and Indian people that had been the cornerstone of federal-Indian relations since the United States'

. earliest years. In light of the destitute living conditions of most California tribes, Congress intended
termination of the trust relationship to take place only after specific services were provided to prepare them
for the discontinuation of federal aid and supervision. and only after the affected tribe consented to
termination. In practice, however, the Executive branch achieved tribal consent through misrepresentation and
undue influence, and then terminated federal status without providing the preparatory services.

Despite the fact that the termination policy has been expressly repudiated by both Congress and the
Executive branch, some California tribes remain "terminated." Moreover, those that have been restored have
not received adequate federal assistance in reestablishing sovereign relations with the federal government, in
strengthening their own governments, and in acquiring lands to replace those lost through termination. This
report addresses the historical context of the termination policy and the lingering' effects of termination on
California Indians, and contains recommendations for remedying the continuing effects of this failed
federal policy.

Recommendations:

1. Congress should enact comprehensive legislation establishing a process
fot the expedited' restoration oC the remaining terminated California tribes,
including modification or the criteria used to evaluate requests for
tribal restoration.

Discussion: Thoughtermination has not been the official policy of the federal government since 1970,62
there has not been a single comprehensive piece of federal legislation to restore the remaining terminated
California tribes. This is particularly striking in light of the fact that the federal government has lost or settled
all of the California rancheria un-termination cases litigated over the past quarter century. Certainly, Congress
has shown its awareness of the need for restoration of terminated tribes by passing at least 12 individual

I' • .

restoration bills between 1973 and 1990. It was not until 1993, however, that Congress finally acted to:
legislatively restore any terminated California tribes. The two tribes restored by Coagtess=-the Paskenta
Band of NornIalci Indians and the United Auburn Indian Community-c-bring the total number of California
tribes restored through litigation or legislation to 29. ,

Today. of the 38 California rancherias tenninated under the Rancheria Act of 1958, nine remain
terminated. Of these, at least three would meet the following criteria used by the Federal government in
evaluating a terminated tribe's eligibility .for restoration:

1. there exists an ongoing, identifiabJe community of Indians who are '
members of the formerly recognized tribe or who are their descendants;

2. the tribe is located in.the vicinity of the Conner reservation [or
rancheria or other lands set aside Cortheir use];

3. the tribe has continued W perform self-governing functions .elther
through elected representatives or in meetings of their general membership;

4. there is widespread use of their aboriginal language, customs and culture;

5. there has been a marked deterioration in their socioeconomic
conditions since termination; and



6. their conditions are more severe than in adjacenl rural areas or in
other comparable areas within the State. 63

. .
Generally, Criteria 5 and 6 have not been an issue in the restoration of terminated California tribes

because the effects of termination were so devastating, both economically and socially. Moreover, despite the
negative effects of termination on tribal organization and culture in California, most of California's terminated
tribes do not have trouble meeting Criteria 4. Criteria 1, 2 and 3, however, have proven the most difficult to

. meet for tribes seeking restoration. .' '. .
Criteria 2 and 3 should be modified or eliminated, Termination often resulted in the loss Of land to

creditors and tax sales. Moreover. the formerrancherias were often located in economically depressed areas.
and tribal members reasonably 'chose to move to more urbanized areas to seek employment. In addition,
termination removed two major factors that contributed to the political cohesiveness and function of the tribal

,entity-tribal communal lands and the federal-tribal mist relationship. When the government distributed
tribal lands per capita and. severed the trust relationship, the focus of the tribal community naturally shifted
from a communal self-governing function based on a common interest in tribal land and federal Indian

. ,programs, to individual survival. Tribal relationships receded from formal self-governing functions required
by the common ownership of land and.common interest in the benefits of the federal-tribal trust relationship
to more subtle, less formal, social. economic and religious interactions between tribal members. Thus.
requests for restoration of terminated California tribes should be evaluated under criteria that take account of
those factors inherent in the termination process which discouraged Indian people from remaining on their
former lands and removed the incentive for them to continue to maintain a formal governing structure.

2.· Congress should appropriate funds to assist those terminated CaUfornia
tribes seeking restoratlon,

Discussion: Terminated tribes seeking restoration must employ attorneys, anthropologists and other. .
experts to help them prove that they meet the government's criteria for restoration. To defray these and other
costs of the tribal restoration effort. terminated tribes usually' turn to charities and select public agencies. such
as the Administration for Native Americans (ANA) and the State of California's Indian Assistance Program,
for seed money to begin the challenging process of initiating and coordinating the effort to restore tribal status
through.litigation or legislative advocacy. Unlike unacknowledged tribes seeking federal recognition, the
terminated tribes have no access to technical assistance or support from the BIA. In essence, the tribes bear
the entire administrative and financial burden of reversing the effects of a policy that the federal government
itself now recognizes as misguided.

3. 'Congress should appropriate supplemental "Restored Tribes" funding
.for newly restored California tribes.

Discussion: With respect to newly-restored tribes, the initial tasks faced by the tribes are the
development and adoption of comprehensive governing documents, obtaining funds for land acquisition and
essential tribal operations, and reestablishing a working partnership with the BIA and other federal agencies.
These essential tasks, which present problems to even well-established tribes, often threaten to overwhelm a
newly-restored tribe because of the lingering effects of termination. Without "Restored Tribes" or some other
form of 'supplemental funding. newly restored tribes often lack the means to establish and minimally staff a
tribal office as a base of tribal operations. Though the challenges of operating tribal programs and exploring
options for economic development are imposing even when funds are available, the difference is that, with
supplemental funding. the tribe possesses the financial means to begin developing the capacity to carry out
these self-governing functions, '

The "Restored Tribes" funding would also be a gesture of good faith and a sound investment by
Congress in Indian tribes whose tenacity hi seeking restoration will likely be replicated in pursuit of their
status and interests as self-governing entities. . . ,
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4. Congress should enact legislation (a) stating that it is the policy of the
United States Government, in carrying out its public and other federal
land management functions, to assist newly restored CaJifoJ;'Iliatribes in
identifying and acquiring public and other federal. lands, which bave been
or may be classified as available for disposal under federal law, for the
purpose of meeting tribal housing and economic development needs; and
(b) directing federal agencies to consult with the tribes in identifying such
public and other federal lands within or near the aboriginal territories of
the trfbessultable for such purposes. .

Discussion: The restored California tribes each have a very limited land base, or no land at all. The lack
of an adequate land base is the primary liniiting factor in the efforts of restored tribes to reconstitute their '
tribal governments, provide housing for tribal members, arid develop local economies. Without-the ability to
acquire federal lands in trust, the primary means of funding tribal land acquisition for housing and economic
development is the Department of Housing and Urban Development's Indian Community Development Block
Grant Program. In the past, this program has given many California tribes the funding they. needed to acquire
small parcels of private land. primarily for housing. Its effectiveness today for this purpose is more limited.
This is due to the increasingly tight restrictions that the Secretary of the Interior has placed on the fee-to-trust
land acquisitions, coupled with the State of California's heightened scrutiny of fee-to-trust transfers because
of their potential to give the tribes the means of engaging in gaming operations; which have proven to bea
successful vehicle for tribaleconolllic development. These factors have stalled tribal efforts to expand their
limited land base and develop economically feasible operations capable of generating jobs for tribal members
and revenues for provision of essential tribal governmental services, such as education, health care, housing,
and reservation infrastructure improvements.

California tribes, especially those that have had their federally recognized status restored, need affirmative ac-
tion by COngress to simplify the transfer of federal lands for the creation or expansion of tribal homelands. The
current federal land acquisition regulations and policies are simply not adequate to address the immediate needs of
these tribes or, for that matter, of most of California's recognized tribes. The restored. tribes need a congressional
remedy responsive to their unique situation, as well as that of the other landless or land-poor California tribes.

5. The W"lItonMiwok Indian Community, the Federated Indians 'of the
Graton Rancheria, and the Mishewal Wappo Tribe oC Alexander Valley
should be inm,iediately restored by Congress. In addition, the other tribes
that remain terminated should receive special consideration, according to
criteria modified as recommended above, when they are ready to seek
restoration.

Discussion: The Wilton Miwok Indian Community. the Federated Indians of the Graton Rancheria and
the Mishewal Wappo Tribe of Alexander Valley meet the current criteria for restoration and should be
immediately restored..

6. Congress 'should enact Ieglslatlon declaring 'that it is the policy of the
United States to not interfere with decisions ngardiJ:tg enrollment and
eligibility criteria for restored tribes, and that no federal agency should try
to influence a restored California tribe to limit its membership to persons
listed on the distribution roll prepared pursuant to the Rancheria Act, and
theb;.descendants.

Discussion: In its advisory capacity to newly restored tribes, the BIA often urges the tribes to confine
their membership to persons appearing on the distribution list prepared during termination, and their
descendants. This advice interferes with the tribes' exclusive sovereign power to determine tribal
membership, sows conflict among different groups of potential members, and ignores the fact thatmany tribal
members were arbitrarily omitted from the distribution listin the first place. However, because the advice
also serves to limit the scope of the BIA's trust responsibility, it is unlilcely that the BIA will abandon this
practice without legislative direction to do so.
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C. The Community Services Report
2

Summary: Studies conducted by federal, state and private agencies spanning almost a century have
reached the same conclusion: California Indians have not received their fair share of federal Indian program
dollars and have been denied access to some programs provided to tribes in other Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) service areas. M a result, California Indians in general have not attained the same level of .
development as other Indian groups. The reports reaching this unanimous conclusion have come from both
Republican and Democratic administrations, as well as from non-profit organizations.

The BIA funds different programs based on a variety of criteria. Many programs. such as Tribal Priority
Allocations (TPA), are, funded each year based on historical funding levels. Others are funded based on
formulae that take into account eligibility requirements and other factors. Still other programs, suCh as general
welfare assistance and contract support, are based strictly on need. Fmally, some programs are funded on the
basis of competitive grants. When the BIA budget is viewed in terms of per capita expenditures, however, it
becomes clear that all of the types of funding determinations have disadvantaged California Indians.

Inequity toward California Indians continues in BIA allocations for many programs, even when its own
service population data are employed. The degree of inequity is understated, however, because the BIA
systematically undercounts California Indians by employing inappropriate criteria for counting its service .
Population in California. While no reliable count of California Indians has been conducted, all of the available
figures indicate that the BIA severely undercounts the service population in California..For example, the 1990
Census figure for Indians living in the rural parts of California counties containing Indian reservations is
slightly more than double the 1989 BIA service population figure for California. Similarly, the 1997 illS
service population figure for California is more than double the 1995 BJA. figure, The illS courit of California
Indians living in rural areas alone is substantially higher than the BIA service population for the entire state .
In fact, the number of California Indians that were certified to participate in the distribution of funds from the
California Land Claims cases in 1972 is higherthan the BIA's 1995. service population figure. Thus, it appears
that the service population would at least double if more appropriate criteria were applied to California
Indians. Accordingly, this report documents current inequities in federal allocations for California Indians by
calculating per capita expenditures using not only the actual BIA service population statistics, but also the
more appropriate figures that are approximately twice those employed by the BrA.

The history of federal policy toward California Indians affords jnsight into the weaknesses of the BrA's
service population criteria, In particular. the limitation of service population to members of recognized tribes
is suspect in the context of California history. In California, individuals who hold public domain or national
forest allotments, and individuals who participated in claims awards based on thy unratified California treaties
can prove that the federal government views them as Indians, even though the BIA refuses to recognize their .

. tribal groups. .
10 addition, the failure of the federal government to ratify the 18 California Indian treaties and to

establish a suitable reservation land base for California's tribes undermines the rationale for applying the
general criterion limiting service population to Indians "on or near reservation'.' in California. For analogous
reasons, this geographic criterion is currently not applied to Indians in Oldahoma and Alaska Early BIA
reports document situations in which the members of small aboriginal bands of California Indians were
granted allotments on the public domain in lieu of reservations or rancherias.'" These same groups were later
ignored as tribal communities because of their individual. as opposed to communal, ownership of trust land. .
In essence. the allotments served in lieu of a reservation or communal land base; however. the BIA later .
denied responsibility for recognition of the tribal group because it "lack-edany communal trust land. Not only
do some of these groups deserve to be recognized, their members are entitled to be counted as part of the BIA
service population and therefore eligible for federal Indian programs and services.

. While the BIA has since the mid-1980s moved toward a uniform criterion for eligibility for most of its
programs=-membership in a federally recognized trlbe-Congress and other agencies of the federal
government have begun to modify the eligibility criteria for some programs to include off-reservation Califor-
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nia Indians and members of unacknowledged. tribes. illustrations include the IHS (administering broadly
inclusive language from the 1988 amendments to the Indian Health Care Improvement Act) and the Depart-

. merit of Education's Indian Controlled Schools Enrichment Program. authorized by recent amendments to the
Indian Education Act which exempt California, Oldahoma, and Alaska Indians from geographic criteria,

Budget data from the 1980s and 1990s confirms that the inequities have persisted. Using figures from
the most comprehensive funding category=-Operatlon of Indian Programs-and the BIA's official service'
population figures over the years 1990.-95, it is apparent that California Indians receive only one-third to one- .
half the funding received by all other Indians. Similarly, funding from the llIS for California Indians is about
30-40% less than the national average over the period 1988 through 1995. Housing and Urban Development·
Indian Housing programs also show a systematic under-funding over the last decade.

The BIA also under-serves the Sacramento Area in administrative.capacity as compared to other BIA
areas. The area office serving California Indians has one of the lowest shares of BIA personnel and the
smallest square footage of office space.

. The effects of these documented inequities are manifest in the diminished social and economic welfare
of California Indians relative to Indians elsewhere in the country. When compared to reservation Indians

. elsewhere, California Indians have higher rates of poverty, lower incomes, less education. and higher rates of
unemployment Only in household characteristics do California reservation Indians dobetter than non-
.California reservation Indians. These combined indices of social and economic conditions puts California
reservation Indians among the lowest socioeconomic groups in Indian country. Since Indians are already
among the poorest groups in the country, California Indians are among the most economically deprived
groups in the nation. The past and present history of administrative neglect and under-funding has contrib-
uted to the social and economic conditions endured by California reservation Indians.

Recommendations:

1. There needs to be a clear deimition of California Indian for purposes of
eligibility for aU federal programs and services available to Indians based
on their status as Indians. (See definition of "California Indian" at Section
I(D), supra, at page 14.)

2. In appropriatlng and allocating budget funds for individual. benefit
programs, Congress and the BIA sbould increase amounts directed to the
Sacramento ~rea Office to ensure tbat per capita spending for California
at least equals the national per capita spending average for all areas ·of
Indian country. Per capita spending for California should be calculated .
taking into account an Indian service population based on the definition of
California Indian recommended above. In addition, Congress should pass
legislation tbat ensures th~t the BIA: the IHS, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), and aUother federal agencies are funding
CaUfornia Indian tribes at levels comparable to national averages

.for Indians,

3. Congress should appropriate, and the BIA allocate, the funds necessary
to determine the number of California Indians eligible CorGeneral
Assistance welfare benefits under the Snyder Act. All eligible individuals
should be provided with these benefits in the next budget cycle.

Discussion: Although the Secretary of Health and Human Services was directed to determine the
number of California Indians eligible for health care services provided by the illS,65 the Secretary has not
done so. Thus, there is no reliable estimate of the number of California Indians eligible for
Snyder Act programs.



4. Congress should.appropriate, and the BIA allocate, adequate funds for
the plmming, establishment, and ongoing operation of trlballaw
enforcement and justice systems in California.

Discussion: Such law enforcement systems may take the form of individual tribal institutions,
consortia, special-purpose entities, or contracts with state or local agencies. Particular attention should be
given to support tribal initiatives in the areas of child welfare, environmental control, housing administration
and evictions, and drug law enforcement. There should be no requirement that these systems resemble nOD-
Indian law enforcement or judicial institutions. so long as they comply with applicable federal law. Once such
tribiu systems are established. they should receive BIA funding support at per capita levels that are at least
equal to the average per capita funding for tribal law enforcement and justice systems outside of California.
Per capita spending for California should be calculated taking into account the revised service population,
based on the definition of California Indian recommended above.

5. Congress shouldenact legislation authorizing each California tribe to
initiate retrocession of Public Law 280 jurisdiction from the State of
California to the federal government, either in \tbole or in part. The
legislation should establish a federal commitment to fund and provide
technical support for tbe development of Jaw enforcement and justice
systems in California as recommended above. Furthermore, where Public
Law 280 remains in effect, Congress should clarify those areas, of tribal
ci'Viland criminal jurisdiction that remain concurrent with state jurisdiction.

. 6. The Congress and Exec~tive Branch $hould recognize the .
disproportionate loss of aboriginal lands J>y California Indians and make
special provisions to ensure that California tribes are not,"penalized" for
theirsmall land bases in the formulation and application oftederal tUnding
formulas that include size of the tribal land base as a criterion for
distribution of funds.

7. Congress should enact legislation establishing the necessary policy and
legal framework to asslst California tribes to acquire public and other
federallands for tribal homelands, housing, eeonemlc development, and
cultural and natural resource protection. The legislation should (a) state
that it is the policy of the United States Government, in carrying out its
public and other federal land management furictiODS,to assist California
tribes, especially newly recognized and newly restored tribes, in identifying
and acquiring public and other federal lands, which have been or may be
classified as availabJ~ for disposal under federal Jaw; and (b) di~ct federal
agencies to consult with the tribes in identifying such public and other
federal Iands=-wlthtn or near the aboriginal terrltorles of the tribes-
suitable for such purposes. (See also Recommendation 4 of the
Termination Report.)

Discussion: Many recognized California tribes have land bases that are inadequate to meet their
immediate needs for housing and economic development, Some lack any land base whatsoever, Most newly
recognized and newly restored tribes find themselves in the same situation. A land acquisition program is

. needed which specifically targets the land needs of currently recognized California tribes and anticipates the
future acknowledgment or restoration of many currently non-recognized California tribes. Public or other

. federal lands could be identified through a tribal-agency consultationprocess and set-aside for specific tribal
purposes." Lands ideutifiedfor transfer to the tribes should have economic development potential and
reasonable access to water and roads.



8. The Secretary of the Interior should coordinate with Interior agencies
and other cabinet level officers to develop a comprehensive approach for
identification of public and other federal land that could be made avaitabJe
Cordisposal to California tribes Corhousing, economic development and
cultural and natural resource protection purposes. (See also
Recommendatlcns 4 and 5 of the Economic Development Report)

9. Congress should authorize supplernental appropnatlons for the BIAt

. lHS and HUn to specifically target the needs of California Indians. These
funds are jus~ed as a long overdue remedial measure to address the severe
soelo-economic effects of decades of federal underfunding of Indian
programs andservlces in California, These funds should be used to develop
tribal adminlstratlve capacity and infrastructure, develop and fund
program consortia for small tribes, and should be aimed at aUeviating tbe
chronic poverty, lack of housing,unempioyment,and health service
inequities suffered by California Indians: Target remedial funding levels
should be indicated by adding shortfalls from tbe national average over

. recent historical time periods.

~ .: I

10. Congress should establisb a base funding amount for needy small tribes
in California for development of tribal governmental and
administrative capacity.
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D.. The Report on Economic Development

Summary: The prospect of economic development for most California tribes is grim. Although
California Indian tribes consistently express their desire to develop economically in ways that are culturally
appropriate and environmentally safe, very few opportunities exist-to do so. One major obstacle is that most
tribes in California have land bases that are too small to support business development., are usually isolated
from business centers, and lack natural resources that can be put to commercial use.
. The other major obstacle is that years of inequitable funding of tribal governments in California has left
them without the administrative capability and infrastructure necessary for successful economic planning. The
federal government's neglect has forced many California tribes to focus on basic issues of survival. rather
than on the more practical issues associated with economic development Thus, the majority-of California
tribal governing bodies are not experienced in management, preparation of business plans, organizational
development, legal and physical infrastructure development., critical analysis of market opportunities and
project feasibility, accessing capital for enterprise development, or labor force requirements,

This combination of obstacles has left the tribes with limited options. For those tribes located near large
urban centers or recreation areas. gaming operations are an alternative because they require a relatively small
capital investment compared to their profit and job-generation potential. But while gaming has provided the
economic mechanism through which some California tribes have dramatically reduced poverty and

. unemployment on their reservations, California's hostility to Class ill gaming operations and the resulting
. lack of tribal-state Class m gaming compacts, has jeopardized this area. of federally-sanctioned tribal
economic development Also, some reservations with areas of open, unproductive land located near urban '
areas have become targets for private waste management companies seeking new locations for municipal and ..
industrial waste disposal. .

Both of these kinds of economic development are often perceived as "undesirable". either because of the
nature of the economic activity or their potential to create adverse social and environmental effects. However, ,
even when those effects have been adequately addressed by the tribe or. in appropriate circumstances, an
involved federal agency, opposition to tribal development initiatives often continues.

The report's, review of selected tribal case histories reveals that some federal activities have contributed
to the economic wen-being of tribes. First, the presence of IHS-contracWd clinics has contributed to the
development of the administrative capacity of contracting tribes. Second, the BIA's Area Credit. Office has,in
-some cases, been able to facilitate access to managerial and technical expertise, as well as access to equity and
debt financing for tribal ventures. This assistance was very valuable to the tribes that received. it
Unfortunately, allocations of federal dollars to the BINs economic development programs have declined
dramatically since 1993 and tribes have found it extremely difficult or impossible to access loans for
enterprise development, even when viable market opportunities have been identified. technical assistance has
been available, and enterprise feasibility has been determined, Third, there was a tendency among 'California
tribes-after years of struggling to develop alternative kinds of enterprise development and facing ever-
increasing tribal unemployment and poverty rates-to turn to gaming, as sanctioned under the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act of 1988, as the most immediate source of relief. Yet.,'the viability of gaming 'as a primary

. means of achieving long-term tribal economic development is now in question because of the lack of any
tribal-state compact for Class ill gaming in California and the Supreme Court's recent decision foreclosing
any tribal remedy against the State when it refuses to make good faith efforts to negotiate such a coml'act 61

Still, it appears that until the market for casinos becomes inundated, a significant number of California tribes
will turn to the gaming industry as their only viable alternative to the growing levels of reservation poverty
and unemployment, and the trend towards further reductions in federal funding for Indian programs. .

The report identifies legal obstacles to tribal economic development and suggests ways in which COngress
can clarify tribal taxing and regulatory authority to remove them, thereby enhancing the tribes' ability to initiate
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and sustain economic development, and reap the full benefit from the use of reservation lands and resources. In
addition. the report discusses various models for economic development, including the creation of a Tribal
Homelands Private'Inveslment Corporation, similar to the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. as a means
Of stimulating private investment in underdeveloped and developing tribal economies in California.

Recommendations;

General Policy Guidelines
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1. ,Federalpolicy initiatives for Indian economic development in Canfon:t~a
must acknowledge and respond to the diverse and unique situations of
Indians in Calitomia. Policy initiatives should nol pit federally recognized
tribes against unacknowledged tribes, unatrIliated Indians or the large
urban Indian population. -

Federal policy initiatives for Indian economic development in California
must address the potential conflict between sovereignty and trust '
responsibility by accommodating tribal self-determination on the one hand
and aSsuring th~t the federal trust responsibility is properly discharged on '
the other,

Base Level Funding-Development of Tribal Capacity

There must be an immediate response to the needs of Calif~mia tribes
througb a special appropriation ofmuJti-year, base level funding to provide
tribes with sufficient and stable funding to address basic governmental
and programmatic infrastructure issues. Base level federal funding is
necessary to develop tribal governmental c;.apacityto initiate economic

,dev~opment and multiyear fUnding is critical to long-range trlbal planning
and attainment of economic development goals.

Land Acquisition and Administration

4. The Secretary of-the Interior should coordinate with Interior agencies'
and other cabinet level offiCers to develop a comprehensive approach for
identification of public and other federal land that could be made available,
Cordisposal tp California tribes for housing, economic development, and,
cultural and natural resource protection purposes. The policy should allow
land management agencies to-enter into three-party land 'transactions
involving agencies, tribes and private landowners as a means of facilitating
tribal acquisitioJ:lof private lands located on or near reservations. If .
development of such a policy is not within the existing authority of the
Secretaries, Congress should enact legislation providing authority for such
transaetlons, ~ also Recommendation 4 of the Termination Report; and
Recommendation 7'of the Community Services Report.) ,

S. The Secretary of the Interior should work with the California tribes to
develop a comprehensive tribal land acquiSition program, similar to but
more expansive than past initiatives under the Indian Reorganization Act
(IRA) and other statutes. Emphasis should shift from isolated, non-
productive parcels to lands that may provide viable economle
development potentials.
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Discussion: California tribes that were parties to the 18 treaties negotiated in 1851-52 would have
retained 8.5 million acres of.their aboriginal homelands had the treaties been honored by the Senate. When
the Senate refused to ratify the treaties and Congress extinguished the California tribes' land claims in the
California Land Claims Act of August 3. 1851,6.8 the tribes lost claims to their.entire aboriginal homeland,
totaling more than 7Q,000,000 acres. Today, the tribal land. base in California is just over 400,000 acres
(about .6% of the aboriginal land base), with an additional 63,000 acres Qf land held in individual trust
allotments. Given this history and the large number of impoverished, resource-poor tribes in California. even
a modest' program of land acquisition should have as its target a long-term goal of returning thousands of
acres of public lands to tribal ownership.

6. Existing land acqulsitlonpregrams, such as that administered by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), should be
expanded and strengthened .throUgh interagency coordination and
streamlining of the bureaucratic processes (e.g., by.designating an agency.
official to coordinate BIAIIHSIHUD involvement). In addition, the existing
formulas for detennining grants should be revised so that they·do not
discriminate against small tribes.

7. The process for transfer of lands from fee-to-trust status needs to be
facilitated in California by:

a. legislative or regulatory reform to allow identification of i'land
consolidation areas" (perhaps corresponding to aboriginal territories or
service. areas) within which acquired lands may be treated as
contlguons fo reservations.

b. a unitary, coordinated environmental review process.

Co a comprehensive program to address land contamtnatio» issues, including
environmental review requirements related to land scqulsltlcn and the
procedures for assessing and resolving contaminant Issues, The program
should facilitate a process for trmisrerrlng or donating to tribes private
lands within Indian country that have undergone environmental cleanup.

Off-Reservation Economic Opportunities

8. There is a need to explore tribal economic development opportunities
that are not tied to a land base or restricted to Indian country, FQrexample,
a program should be developed to provide tax or other lncentlves for private
businesses that promoteIndlanpartlctpatlon or commiUo support tribal
economic development by pursuing Indian training and employment goals.
Given the inadequate and geograpbicaiIy dispersed land bases of California
tribes, such programs should not be restricted to reservation lands,3Jthough
reservation-based businesses might be given greater incentives •.

Expansion of Existing Programs/New Programs

9. Existing Indian economic development programs should be reauthorized
and expanded. For example;

a. The BIA Loan Guaranty Program and the administering Sacramento
Area Credit Office should be funded at increased levels.

b. The BIA should provide training and technical assistance in tribal
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governance andpolitical infrastructure development, particularly to newly
recognized and restored tribes.

c. The BIAshould: strengthen enforcement of its federal trust reSponsibility
in order to ensure the protection of natural resources held in trust (tribal
and aUoffed).A mechanism for such enforcement might be the creation of
a jo.nt review board comprised oUiJA, other federal; and tribal officials
who would review plans for economic development activities that are
opposed by tribal members on the basis offhreats to cultural, environmental
or physical health.

10. Cengress should enact legislation creating a California.Tribal Homelands
Private Investment Corporation, similar to the existing Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC), as a means.of encouraging American,
including Native American, private investment in underdeveloped and
developing tribal economles in California through a program ofdirect loans
and Ioan guarantees th~ provide medium- to long-term fUnding to ventures
involving significant equity and/or management participation by American
businesses.

TechnicaJAssistance-BniIding 'fribaJ Capacity

Ll, Funding should be made available to support training of Califomia
tribes and individual tribal members in a ·bro~d range of technical areas,
inciudiDg but not limited to a~ioistrative capacity building, physical and
social infrastructure development, strategic planning for business and
economic development, marketing and business feasibility analysiS,business
plan development, business management, and federal and state laws rela!ing
to tribal economic.development.

Gaming

12. The Secretary oC the Interior, pursuant to the federal trust responsibility,
should promulgate regulations establishing a procedure to allow a tribe to
engage in Class In gaming if a state fails or refuses to enter into good faith
negotiations to conclude a tribal-state compact under the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act (lGRA).

13. Congress, in addition to or in the absence of Secretarial action to
promulgate regulations providing a remedy to tribes under t~e IGRA when
a state fails to negotiate in good faith; should amend the IGRA to establish
a fixed time period, once a tribe initiates discussion with a state on a Class
III gaming compact, in which to conclude the compact, but if a compact is
not concluded despite the good faith efforts of the tribe within the statutory
time period (e.g., 90 or 180 days), the tribe should be able to go directly to
the Secretary of the Interior for approval of its Class m gaming. operation.

Discnssion: California has a long and ugly history of opposition to any form of tribal sovereignty.
From the initial decision of the State Legislature in 1852 to oppose Senate ratification of the 18 Indian treaties
negotiated by federal commissioners, and the State's resulting genocidal policies of enslavement and
"extermination" of the Indian population, to the modem-day opposition to the exercise of reserved Indian
fishing rights and tribal regulatory and taxing authority, California has demonstrated its hostility to tribal
sovereign authority and the continued efforts of the indigenous peoples of California to chart their own
political and economic destiny. Thus, the good faith negotiations that Congress envisioned would occur
between the tribes and the States under IORA immediately encountered the institutional hostility of California
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to tribalsovereignty, 10RA anticipated this problem and provided a federal court remedy where a state
refuses or fails to engage in good faith negotiations initiated by a tribe. This remedy, however, disappeared

. with the Supreme Court's decision in Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, 116 S. Ct 1114, 134 L.Ed.2d252
(1996). leaving the states free to flaunt the good faith provisions oflORA without senction/" California has
taken full advantage of its immunity by resisting good faith efforts by the gaming tribes of California to.
conclude tribal-state compacts on Class illgaming operations. to short, the Congressional compromise of
tribal jurisdiction reflected in the lORA has not worked in California, .

What are the alternatives? One would be for Congress to. specifically amend the 10RA to eliminate the
States' participation=-through the mechanism of compacting-in the Class ill approval process. In other
words, to return to the "bright line" aspect of the Cabazon decision 70 modified only by a process of Secretarial
review and appro.val similar to that which exists in the lGRA. 71 Such an amendment would probably not
succeed because the compacting process has worked in other states and because the States would undoubtedly
oppose any process that foreclosed their involvement in decisions on Class ill gaming. A more realistic and
acceptable alternative for both States and tribes would be to amend the IGRA to establish a fixed time period
for a tribe and a state to conclude a compact on Class m gaming once the tribe has initiated the process.
Then, if a compact is not concluded despite the good faith efforts ofthe tribe within thestatutory time period
(e.g., 90 or ISO days), the-tribe should be able to go' directly to the Secretary of the Interior for approval of its
Class ill gaming operation in accordance with applicable statutory or regulatory criteria. Certainly, such an
alternative would reinstill the process with the elements of state accountability and fair dealing that Congress
originally intended in passing the lGRA, but which Seminole undermined through Its broad interpretation of
the States' Eleventh Amendment immunity ..

Triba! Jurisdiction

14. Congress should enact legislatipn recegnlzlag that tribal governmental
powers are coextenslve with·the boundaries of the tribe's reservation. and
that the tribe's powers are exclusive on Indian lands within the reservation
boundaries and concurrent on non-Indian lands. The legislation should
expressly preempt the imposition oC a state possessory interest tax on non- .
Indian lessees of Indian trust lands within reservation boundaries,

The Supreme Court's decisions in Brendale71 and Yakima73 substantially undermined tribal taxing.planning
and regulatory authority, Those decisions allow states to.reach into the territories of sovereign tribes to.
implement potentially conflicting zoning and land use policies on non-Indian lands, and to.derive tax revenues
from Indian-owned fee lands. 'the approach recommended above emphasizes the "territorial" 'aspect of Indian
sovereignty by focusing the determination of jurisdiction on the "Indian country" status of the area rather than the
trust or 'fee status of individual parcels. .
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E. The Report on Trust and Natural Hesources '

Summary: The trust relationship between the United States and Indian peoples pervades all areas of
Indian law. It is both a source-of federal power over Indians, and a substantive limit on that power. It requires
the federalgovemment to deal with the Indians in good faith. Moreover, treaties, statutes arid other federal
actions create specific fiduciary duties, enforceable in 'the federal courts through actions for declaratory and
injunctive relief and, in appropriate cases, money damages. ' ,

The BtA, interprets its trust responsibility narrowly. both in defining whatduties are owed and the class
of Indians entitled to the benefits of trust protection, Even though contradicted by its own past actions, the
BfA currently takes the position that only federally-recognized tribes and their members are entitled to
participate in federal programs and services for Indians. Moreover, the BIA defines «federally recognized" as
applying to only those tribes listed pursuant to 25 C.F.R.. Part 83, even in cases where contraryevidence
demonstrates previous acknowledgment and lack of termination by Congress, These agency interpretations of
the scope, of the federal trust responsibility have a disproportionate impact in California because of the large
number of unacknowledged tribes in the state.

One of the most important trust duties is the duty of the federal trustee to protect the Indian land base
and its resources and, in appropriate situations, to administer the lands and resources for the benefit of the
Indians. The BIA has not met this responsibility in California. One reason for this is that the BIA has not
maintained current, comprehensive data on the Indian land and natural resource base in California. In
addition, the lack of skilled personnel, especially natural resource experts, at both BIA Sacramento Area.and
California Agency levels, precludes any regular and systematic collection of data on natural resources and
severely restricts the availability of technical assistance needed to assist California tribes in their efforts to

.protect and manage trust resources.
Despite: these problems, California tribes have demonstrated remarkable initiative in attempting to

address environmental and natural resource protection' and management issues. The report discusses a few of
those tribal initiatives. '

In light of the essential role that water has played in the development of Indian lands, especially in the
arid Southwest. the report devotes a special section to the discussion of Indian water resources in California'
and the problems, both immediate and anticipated, associated with the lack of any systematic approach to
inventorying and documenting tribal water rights in California. Another section of the report is devoted to the .
complex process for acquisition of land in trust status, While fraught with problems. pitfalls, and delays, the
fee-to-trust process is nevertheless of acute importance to the California tribes, many of whom lack home-
lands or have homelands of insufficient size to undertake economic development.

Recommendatlonsr

Trust Responsibility-Equity

~,

1. There needs to be a clear def'mitiort of California Indian for purposes of
eligibility for aLi federal programs and services available to Indians based
on their status as Indians. ffiM def'mition of ~'Caliron).iaIndian" at Section
I(D), supra, at page 19.)

2. Congress should appropriate base level funding for aUof California'S
federally recognized tribes for the development and support of tribal
planning and administrative capacity, iIicluding plans with natural resource
protection and land use components.



. . ..

Piscussion: One of the most well-documented conclusions gleaned from the BINs own records and
reports is that California Indians have consistently been allocated less than their fair share of federal Indian
programs and program dollars. As a result, California tribes have received and continue to receive
disproportionately lower levels of benefits and services from the BIA relative to other areas of the country.
This lack of equitable and adequate funding and services has prevented the BIA from properly discharging Its
trust obligations, and has crippled tribal efforts to protect and manage narural resources. Base level funding
for tribes in California is essential to close this institutional gap in federal funding and services, and to assist
the tribes in developing and 'enhancing their own capacities for natural resource protection and management

3. As part of their trust r~nsibility. federal Jand management agencies
, should be required to develop 'protocols outlining ~ procedure for ' ,
consultation with California Indian tribes before authorizing activities that
migbt adversely impact nearby or adjoining tribal lands.

Discussion: Currently, the Bureau of Land Management and the United States Forest Service are
required to consult with 'appropriate Indian tribes only when the approval of leases and permits, or other
activities will adversely affect the tribe's use of the federal lands." ,These agencies should also be required to
engage In meaningful consultation with tribes prior to allowing activities on federal lands that mightadversely
impact tribal lands. '

4. The federally recognized status of the Koi Nation of the Lower Lake
Rancheria sbould be imme.«liatelYclarified by the Assistant Secretary of
Indian Affairs. In the absence of any action by the Secretary, Congress'
should enact legislati()Dclarifying that the Koi Nation of the Lower Lake
Rancheria continues to be federally recognized.

, Piscussion: The Koi Nation of the Lower Lake Rancheria is a federally recognized tribe, as evidenced
by previous acquisition of land in trust for the Tribe's benefit, as well as the Tribe's participation in an IRA
election. the Tribe has never been terminated, but was never included on the list of federally recognized
tribes updated periodically in 25 C.P.R. Part 8'3. Because of the Tribe's wrongful omission from this list, it is
now prevented from effectively exercising its powers of self-government, and members are unable to obtain
federal benefits and services available to Indians based on their status as Indians. '

Water Resources

S. The Department of the Interior should compile and consolidate existing
.data on Indian 'Waterresources in California and assist the California tribes
in preparing current inventories of their water resources. In appropriate
situations, the Department should assist the tribes in quantifying their water
rightS. Congress should appropriate funds for this purpose.

Discussion: Thefirst step in protecting a tribe's water rights is the preparation of a w;tterres~urce
inventory. This preliminary action has not been taken for most tribes in California, Thus, the tribes' reserved
water rights are jeopardized by competing uses. This situation also hinders reservation housing and business
developments that requite water.

I
6. Congress should clarify that tribes can temporarily market or lease their

water rights to ofT-reserva~on users.

Discussion: Officials of the Department of the Interior have taken the position that water is a trust asset
that cannot be sold without the permission of Congress pursuant to the Non-Intercourse Act Given this
position, Congress should clarify that any tribe can market their Water resources during periods in which a
tribe does not need or cannot use all of the water to which it is entitled.
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Land AcqUisition and Administration ~ Recommendations in Community
. Services, Termination and Economic Development Reports.)

Public Domain Trust Allotments

.7. Congress should appropriate funds tQ address the needs of the Indian
owners of public domain trust allotments. This would include funding for
land s.urveysto resolve boundary disputes, too quiet title to easements
established by prescriptive use, and to enjoin trespass to the land and to
resources, such as minerals and timber. Congress should clarify that all
owners of publie domain trust allotments are eligible Corthese servlces,
whether or not they belong to a Cederallyrecognized tribe.

8. . As part oC its trust responsibility, the Department should establish
priorities Corconducting water resource inventories-including surface and
subsurface water sources=-ef public domain trust allotmentS in California
and, where necessary, qtl3;Iltifythe allotment's reserved water right.
Congress should appropriate funds for this purpose.

9. Congress should appropriate funds for creation of a special-position or
positions within the Sacramento Area Office charged with the fonowing
responsibilities: gathering data related to preparation of allotment resource
inventories; exercising allotment rights protection authority (e.g., in quiet
title, trespass and boundary dispute matters); leasing and pennitting
activities involvingallotment resources; and developing a public Information
program that would wolin public domain allottees of their rights and
responsibilities with respect to the lands held in trust on theii behalf by the
United States.
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F. The Report on Indian I;:ducation

Summary: Indian people and tribes in California bave long recognized and continue to recognize the
importance and power of education. Education is inextricably linked to the survival of Indian people and
tribal communities at every level For the individual, education is the source of his os her upliftment and
future prosperity, through the acknowledgment of cultural identity and through the acquisition of skills of
trade or profession. For the tribe or Indian community collectively, education is the source of continuing
cultural-vitality. resiliency.and group prosperity as members of the c.ommunity contribute to the growth and
change of tribal and community life. But these positive benefits of education cannot be realized by California
Indians unless the barriers blocking the-effectiveness of Indian education efforts in California are removed .

. The problem areas have been identified and documented in this report. They are generally grouped into
four broad categories: the lad: of California Indian control. the lack of inclusion of California Indian culture
and perspective, overly restrictive eligibility criteria, and the lack of equitable funding. The root cause of
these problems is the historical and ongoing discrimination by the B.iA against California Indians and tribes
and the failure of the federal government to adequately tailor programs and services to meet the unique needs
of California Indians in those programs not involving the BIA ..

In effect, California Indians are still contending with assimilationist practices. even though the federal ,
policy of assimilation as a guiding principJe for the relationship between the federal government and the
Indian tribes was discredited and abandoned long ago. The fact is that the policy of Indian' self-determination
in education, as in other areas, has never been implemented in California in a tangible way. Consequently,
those programs and services designed to achieve the goals of self-determination and to uphold a government-
to-government relationship between the federal government and the tribes of California have little or no effect
in practical terms. Meanwhile, the vast majority of California Indian children continue to languish within It
public school system that institutionally invalidates them. It is precisely because most Indian children and
adults in California never achieve their educational potential, that the promise of Indian self-determination in
education must finally become a reality in California.,

In the areas of higher, adult and vocational education. where Congress has provided at least some
programmatic and funding tools for Indians to progress into skilled and professional positions, the policies of
the BIA have short-circuited the opportunities for many California Indians. In these programs, the
overarching issues of equity funding and individual eligibility for BIA programs are most clearly
evident Thousands of California Indians have been denied access to these education programs by
administrative fiat implemented in violation of federal law," 'Bven those California Indians who have not
been denied services through the BIA's arbitrary attempt to redefine the California Indian service population

. _.are nevertheless denied adequate educational funding and support because the ~IA continues to allocate to
California Indians less than their fair share of the Indian education budget More recently, the BIA has used

. the budget allocation process to foreclose program eligibility for all California Indians who are not members
of federally 'recognized tribes. By moving all Indian education programs into irs Tribal Priority Allocation
method ofdividing up program funding, the BIA effectively allocates all educationfunding to California's
federally recognized tribes without regard to the Snyder Act's broad mandate to provide education assistance
to "Indians throughout the United States.?"

The most successful educational projects and initiatives in California have been those that have placed .
control of education programs. with parents and tribes at the local level, This includes the Noli School located
on the Soboba Reservation, the Four Wmds Charter School in Chico, and the formulation of the United Tribes
Education Coalition (UTEC) to advocate on behalf of Indian children and parents and to address a myriad of
problems in several localpublic school districts serving the children of multiple tribes. As these few examples
illustrate, approaches inCalifornia are varied, 'but they are affected by many of the same issues: tribal control
and the concomitant need for tribal infrastructure development, eligibility requirements and funding. The
greatest single reason for the lack of success and unpopularity of BIA. programs has been that they have failed
to involve Indians in their planning and implementation.
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As presented in the recommendations herein. a joint study must be conducted to devise a plan to develop
this new tribally controlled system of education. The study should focus at the local and tribal levels, not
merely at the state level. Tribes and unrecognized California Indians have to this point worked with the
existing local school systems and, in some cases, have bad some measure of success.' These efforts should not
be disrupted but should be complemented in the proposed study-by applauding local efforts to work
together, and by providing answers to problems that have prevented continued growth. In areas where there
has been greater conflict, this process should be an opportunity to address issues ina positive environment

_whicb stimulates creation of new options not previously available. '
Each of the Advisory Council's recommendations is aimed at assisting Congress in formulating

thoughtful approacbes tailored to meet the needs of California Indians in the area of education. In order to
translate these recommendations into-successful programs, the suggested approaches must be backed by
funding commitments from both Congress and the BlA Congress must make the necessary appropriations
and the BIA must ensure that the funds are made available promptly and in a manner consistent with effective
program implementation. Without adequate funding, even the most carefully crafted programs are unlikely to
succeed. Historically, California Indians and tribes have suffered from both failings. inadequate program .
development and inadequate funding. Nevertheless, they have retained the vision that Indian education in the
State of California may one day enable individuals and Indian communities and tribes-to reach their ultimate
potential. It is well past time, as we approach the twenty-first century, to attain that vision ..

General Recommendations

1. There needs to be a clear deflnitlon of California Indian for purposes of
eligibility for all federal programs and services available to Indians based
,on their status as Indians. (See detinition of "California Indian" at Section
I(D), rupra, at page 14.)

2. Create a grant program for thedevelopment of curricula for use in
trfbally-controlled or public schools, which fully integrates California tribal
hlstories, languages and cultural perspectives. The entities eligible ror the
grants would be tribes (both recognized and unrecognized), consortia of
tribes, Indian organizations, and collaborative projects between tribes and
Indian organizatioQS and school districts: Sehool districts would be ineligible
to apply on their own.

3. Enact legislation authorizing the establishment of a joint federaVstatef
tribal team to study, devise and implement a plan to coordinate
comprehensive delivery of services among the 27 State of C:ilifornia Indian

.Education Centers and the BIA's tribally-controlled school programs. The '
study would address issues concerning (a) the establishment of tribally-
controlled schools, possibly utilizing the facilities and resources of those
state Indian Centers alceady established on or near reservations, and (b)'
the potential for utiliting some state centers as regional technical assistance
centers foe Indian •.specitic programs.

Recommendations made under the joint study should be implemented with
final decision-making authority in the hands of tribes in consultatlon with
Indian educators and administrators. This wiD ensure that tribally-
controlled schools and Indian Education Centers are designed to address
the educational needs of those tribes and the local Indian ,community.
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"Program Specific Recommendations

Bureau of Indian Affairs Programs and Services:

Shennan Indian IDgh School

4." Enact legislation mandating that the management and administration of
Sherman Indian High School be turned over to ,California Indians.

5. Enact legislation setting forth enrollment eligibility criteria specifically
for CalifomiaIndian students attending BIA-controUed day schools and
boarding schools consistent with the definition of California Indian
recommended above.

6. In the same legislation, enact provisions which explicitly allow for: BIA •.
controlled day schools and boarding schools to receive funding for eligible
California Indian Students based on the new enrollment criteria. This will
require amending 25 U.S.c. 20007(f) to"define "eligible Indian student"
to include a"Canfoqrla-specific provision consistent with the definition of
California Indian recommended above. "

Tribally-Controlled Contract Schools

7. Enact legislation exempting California from the prohibition of new school
start-ups contained in the 1995 Department of the Interior Appropriations
AcL Enact JegisJationspecificaUy authorizing establishment of day schools
and boarding schools in California under contract ~th CaUfornia tribes,
consortia of tribes and Indian organizations serving California
Indian children.

"8. Inctease federal appropriatlons and BIA allocation of funding for such
schools so that per capita spending for~ifomia at least equals national" "
per capita expenditures, Per capita spending for California sbould be
calculated nsing a method for determining service population based on the
definition of California Indian recommended above. "

Johnson O;MaUey (JOM) "

9. TheBIA distribution formula under the 1iibal Priority Allocation (TPA)
system for JOM monies should be reexamined by Congress and the BIA, in
consultation with California tribes. An alternate funding and dispibution
method for California should be specified by legislation or re~ation,

"in which:

"a. Base level funding for California JOM programs would be determined
according to a student count using the definition of cantornia Indian
recommended above,

b. Specific program monies would be distributed on the basis of "actual
counts of students to be served by the programs.

Co There would be express language indicating that the FY 1995 cut off
does not apply in California.
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d. There would be a provision spedf}ing that any California JOM monies
not contracted for in a particular year would be added to fundS available....;
for ~ribally-controned contract school start-ups in California.

Discussion: The BIA should reconsider the distribution formula for TPA-JOM fundsbecause: (a) it.
locks in.a pattern of inequitable funding; (b) it excludes California Indians who ate eligible for education
programs authorized by the Snyder Act, but are not members of federally recognized tribes; (c) it disadvan-
tages Small tribes; and (d}'the transfer disregarded the overwhelming opposition from California Indian tribes
and individuals.

Tribally-Controlled Community Colleges

10. Congress and the BlA should allocate planning granfs for at least two
new tribally-controlled community colleges in.California.

11. Increase BIA fl,lDdingCor existing tribally-centrolled commmlitycolleges
in California even as new collegesare established, so that per capita spending ,
for California at least equals national per capita eXpenditUres. Per capita
spending for California should be calculated using a method Cordetennining
service population based on the defmition of CaliCornia Indian '
recommended above.. '

; :i
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Higher Education Scholarships

1
t ,

12. Enact legislation tUrecting the BIA to revise its eligibility criteria for
higher e,ducation scbolarshipsso that aUCalifornia Indians who meet the
defInition of California Indian recommended above are also eligible for
the scholarships. These eligibility criteria should also be revised to clarify,
that Caurornia Indians need not reside uon or near" a reservation in order
'to qualify Cor such scholarships. In addition, the legislation sh~uld be
retroactive, and provide that California Indians who were denied higher
education scholarships in the past be reimbursed for educational loans, or
be eligible Corloan forgiveness. ,

.' ~

13. Increase BIA funding for scholarships to California Indians so that per '
capita spending for CaUfomia approximates national per capita .
expenditures. Per eapitaspending for California should be calculated using
population figures based on the definition of California Indian .
recommended above. .

", , u.s. Department of Education Programs and Services:
~ • I

: :
Formula Grant Program (Title-IX, Subpart I)

! ! 14. Implement federal regulations that define the uestab~hment" of an
Indian parent committee to mean the ~'consistent functioniIig oC the
committee during the previous year." The regulations should specify that
if such a committee fails to function consistently, the tribal application option
is triggered. Evidence of the consistent functiotiing of the committee would '
be regular meetings and regular majority Indian parent membership on
the committee.
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15. Implement federal regulations modeled after the pre-1984 regulatio~
which provide detailed language regarding access to documents, needs
assessment, evaluation, ~ring, responsibilities of the Local Education
Agency (LEA) and parent committee, and composition of the
parent committee.

Special Programs and Projects to Improve Educational Opportunities
for Indian Children (TItle IX, Subpart 2) and Special Programs
Relating to Adult Education for Indians (1iUe IX, Subpart 3)

16. Fully appropriate TItle IX, Subpart 2 and 3 programs, with any funding
formula to include California-specific provisions that ensure per capita
spending that at least approximates national per capita expenditure for

. aUprograms. .

17. Thefunding formula should also include the option that tribes may
devise consortia or intertribal associations to apply for and administer such
funds, -or that they may appiy separaft!ly and later combine funds and
administer the programs jointly.

Impact Aid

18. Enact legislation amending 20 U.S.e. §7701 et seq; and providing
direction for revised implementing regulations in the tollowing categorles
as specified:

a. Local Educational Agency Eli~bility

Pro-videfor exemption of public school districts in California from eligibility
requirements dealing with minimum numbers of federally connected

.children (i.e. more than 400 or at least 3% of student enrollment.)

b. App~cation for Payment

Require joint application by tribe(s) and school district(s), ~qulring joint
signature by tribal government representative(s) and the district
superintendent. Alternativ-ely, require tribal approval and slgn-off on the
Annual Impact Aid application submitted by the district to the
federal government.

Co Payment

Provide for payment of funds to either tbe tribe(s) or the district, with
release of funds dependent upon joint signature by both tribal and diStrict
representatives. Provide for notification offunding to botb the tribe(s) and
the district.

d. Tribal Option to Remove Children and Contract for Services

Provide for a tribal option prior to proceediIi( throu:h the comptaint process
to remove all or a portion c;fits children from the public schools and apply
directly for Impact Aid memes to'provide educational services for those
children. JmpactAid fUnds would be made a-vailabJeto tribes for all children
residing on the reservation who choose to attend the tribal school (regardless
of affiliation with the tribe) threugh the BIA tribally~ontrolled school
program, Pro-vide tribe(s) the option to gradually phase in a tribally.
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coritrolled school program by allowing tribe(s) to appJy for funds on a
, periodic basis, as the ch.iJdren are removed from the public school or choose
to attend the tribal school.

e. Indian Policies and Procedures

Provide for specific requirements in tbe district's Indian Policies .and
Procedures which restore former federal regulation provisions regarding
meaningful Indian input,

Define meaning oC"equal participation of Indian children" such that it is
understood to include qualitative outcomes (achievement of grade level
goals, test scores, grade polnt averages, dropout rates,enroUment in college
preparation classes, graduation rates, alternative assessment outcomes, etc.)
of Indian students in comparison tonon-Indian students.

Define meaning of data and program information that must be provided to
, patents and tribes sucli that it encompasses and is coordlaated with the
collection and disaggregation of data referenced in Title I of the ImproVing
America's Schools Act.

f. Federal Reporting

Provide for reportbig by the school district to the federal government
concerning the equal participation of Indian children, as weD as program
financial information., ' '

ReglonalAsslstance Centers

1.9. Develop federal regulations, consistent with 20 U$.c. §8621(b), which
require the two California Regional Assistance Centers to establish positions
for Indian education program specialists, with the following duties:

a. To dlsseminate.to tribes, on an ongoing basis, ~omuttion about aU federal
. and state grant programs available to serve .Indlan children and adults,

including higher education fmancial aid services Cor California Indians.'

b. To provide Indian parents with infonnation and training regarding the
function and role of Indian parent committees under various programs, as
well as technical assistance for the proper functioning of the committees,

Bilingual Education, Language Enhancement and Language
Ac.quisition Programs

20. Enact legislation amending Title VII of the Improving America's Schools
Act, 20 U.S.c. § 7404, to incll;1de unrecognized or unacknowledged
California tribes, Indian organizations or consortia of tribes, and Indian
organizations in the list of Native American entities eligible forthe program.
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G. The Report on California Indian Cultural Preservation

. .,. ,

Summary: The following are essential. principles which pervaded the entirety of the testimony and input
offered in support of this report. These principles are fundamental to. a discussion of cultural and religious
practices of California Indians:

.- Significant components of Indian religious and cultural practices in
California are land-based.

.- Particular sites are of religious ~ignificance since time immemorial .
and continue to be used contemporaneously to the fullest extent possible •

- Many cultural practices ate tied to the land and natural resourcesof a
geographic area.

-Native value systemS are religion-based, so all aspects of native life carry
religious overtones, including huntingt fIShing, gathering practices, and child
welfare. .

- California IDdians continue to maintain oral traditions and
ceremonial practices that reflect native religions. During the course ~f these
hearin~,. speaker after speaker shared current practices and discussed the
e~nt to which traeJitioDS and cultural practices have survived and are .
reemerging despite centuries of assault and hostile government policies.

- There is tremendous diversity among native groups in California,
facilitated by ~ cross-tribal tradition of tolerance and acceptance.

- California has a unique history, including the experlence with
unratified treaties and the California Land Claims cases, which established
that "wire cognized" aboriginal Indians in CalifQrnia are identifiably Indian,
and are legally and morally entitled to religious and cultural rights and
protections. '

- The violent and dishonorable treatment of California Indians-
as reflected in federal Jaw~policy and practice-has resulted in
large numbers of landless, widely dispersed Indians. This calls
for the development of lnnovatlve, community-based approaches
to protect the cultural and religious practices of California Indians,

Recommendationse

The following recommendations of the Advisory Council are based upon: (a) oral and written
testimony collected overthe past year and a half, (b) input from a diverse group ofindividuals who
contributed to thedevelopment of this report, and (c) the findings and conclusions contained herein. The
recommendations are not intended to be all-encompassing remedies to. the problems facing the preservation of
California Indian cultures. Rather, they are offered as starting points for a rudimentary good faith effort by
Congress to acknowledge its moral and legal responsibility to protect and aid Indian tribes.
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Hecommendatlons for Congress

1. For California Indians not affiliated with a, "recognlzed" tribe listed
. pursuant to 25 e.ER. Part 83, it is recommended that Congress (a) facilitate
. immediate Part 83 recognition forpetitioningCalifornia tribal groups {see
Recommendation 1of the Recognition Report), and (b).strengthen service
delivery for California Indian people by adopting the definition of
'~California Indian" stated in Section I(D), supra, at page 19.) .

Discussion: As Congress has recognized by enacting cultural protection legislation. there is a
compelling need to preserve Indian families and their cultural and religious practices. California Indians,
even those not affiliated. with a Part 83 tribe, should benefit from the cultural protection legislation already
enacted by Congress, including the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) and laws protecting the practice of
Indian religions. . .

2. . Given the unique circumstances 'of California Indians, creative initiatives
should bepursued to increase access to private lands, such as tax incentives
and inununity from liability, Cor private property owners who niake land
accessible for Indian cultural and ceremonial use,

3. The AmericatJ.Indian Religious FreedoniAct shoUld be amended to .
provide a cause of action to tribes and Indian practitioners, so that they
can enforce the substantive provisions in the law and protect their religious
and cultural Interests,

4. Congress should amend the National Historic Preservation Act to:

a. Provide for the development and implementation, following appropriate
consultation with tribes, tribal organizations, and traditional cultural
leaders, oC uniform government-wide consultation requirements for:all
federal agencies when an agency's proposed undertaking, including any
developments that are reasonably foreseeable ~ a result of the undertaking,
may have effects or adverse effects on properties of traditional religious
and cultural importance to Indians, that are .includedt or maybe eligible
for inclusion, on the National Register of Historic Places. The government-
wide consultation.requirements shouid take into consideration the differing
cultural practices and norms of Indians. Possible models for these '
consultation requirements include the Bureau orLand Management Native
American consultation requirements. 'Iraciitional cu1tura1leaders should
be tnvolvedin all consultations regarding properties oftraditiQriai religious
and cultural significance to Indians. .

Discussion: Presently, there are a variety of consultation guidelines throughout the federal government.
These guidelines are not consistent and frequently are inadequate to deal withthe unique issues facing.Native .
Americans. Although the Department of the Interior Office of American Indian Trust will in the near future
publish its proposed guidelines for compliance with the Executive Order on Sacred Sites, there is no assur-
ance that agencies other than Interior will adopt the same guidelines. This balkanization of practices and
guidelines can only deter, rather than support consultation. Native Americans become frustrated, to say the .. , .
least, with all of the varying requirements. Uniform consultation requirements would provide all parties with'
the assurance that-the consultation process will take place in the same manner with all agencies. Thus,
patterns of conduct and consultation precedents can be developed which can only help in further refining
the process.
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Consultation with traditional cultural leaders' already is required-under the' National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) Section 1069 Regulations (see 36 c.:F.R. 800.1(c)(2)(iii)]. The regulation does not limit the
participation only to traditional cultural leaders from recognized federal tribes, Traditional cultu1:aI leaders
often are the most important source of information and guidance on culturally significant properties. Their
exclusion can, only lead to ill-formed decisions which could have a drastic adverse effect on such properties.
The regulations already have recognized the value of traditional cultural leaders in Section 106 consultations
and that value should be codified to assure compliance.

b. The def'tnition or "federal undertaking" should be amended to include
reasonably foreseeableprojects arising out of,or as a result of, the proposed
activities or activity. '

Discussion:' Presently, the term "federal undertaking" in the NHPA is narrowly and arguably defined so
as to include only the project or activity itself [see NHPA Section '301(7)]. Frequently, federally funded or
permitted projects are not completed in a vacuum. Rather, the federal project is tied to the development of
other projects, some other public lands or even private land. .These additional projects would not occur
without the federal project: The development of the related projects can, and often does, increase the
potential effects and adverse effects of the federal undertaking on properties of traditional religious and
cultural value. Accordingly, the definition should be amended to include reasonably foreseeable projects
arising out of, or as a result of, the federal undertaking.

c. Federal agencies should consult with Indian tribes and organizations,
including traditional cultural leaders, at the earliest posslble stage of a
federal undertaking. Such consultations should not only follow the uniform
government coilsuItation requirements ~ above), but also National
Register Bulletin No. 38. The federal agencies Shbuld also take into
eonsideratlon the limited resources of many tribes and organizations and
adjust their consultations to accommodate those limited resources.

Discussion: Presently, federal law requires that a Section 106 review take 'place "prior to the approval
of the expenditure of any federal funds on the undertaIcing or prior to the issuance of any license." [NHPA
Section 106.J Federal implementing regulations further require that the "Agency Official should ensure that
the Section 106 process is initiated early in the planning stages of the undertaking, when the widest feasible
range of alternatives is open for consideration," [36 c.F.R. 800.3(c)]. Codification of the "earliest point in the
planning process" requirement will further enforce the statutory requirement that federal agencies not wait, as
they often do, until virtually the last minute to comply with Section 106.

National Register Bulletin No. 38 sets forth the National Park Service's guidelines on consideration of
traditional cultural properties for nomination or eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places. EVf}D'

though these guidelines are very thorough and useful, they are seldom followed. Unfortunately, .the guidelines
do not meet the status of regulations; however, some federal courts have cited the guidelines favorably in their
decisions with. regard to the Section 106 process. Giving the guidelines statutory or regulatory authority ,
would provide for uniform government consultation requirements, and more uniform standards for other'

. Section 106 responsibilities, such as the investigation and.evaluation of traditional and cultural properties.

d.Where any federal agency determines, following consultation, with Indian
tribes and organizations, including traditional culturalleaders, that a
federal undertaking, Plcluding reasonably foreseeable related projects, will
have an adverse effect on properties of traditional religious and cultural
importance to Indian tribes, organizations or'traditional cultural leaders,
the federal ageitcyin consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation and the State Historic Preservation Officer will, in seeking.
ways to avoid or reduce the effects, prefer preservation of tbe property(ies)
over its partial or complete destruction. The federal agency will only permit
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partial or complete destruction of a property of traditional religious and
cultural importance after the agency has determined that there is no other
reasonable and feasible alternative to the partial or complete destruction.
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Discussion: The requirement of no reasonable and feasible alternative already is well known in federal
and state law. For example. the Federal Transportation.Act, Section 4(f), contains the same requirement with'
regard to the construction of highways through national monuments orparks. Its inclusion here will serve to
enforce the standard that traditional cultural properties should be considered as important as other culturally
significant properties.

l
!j

5. Congress, in the exercise of its trust responsibility, should provide trfbes
with the tools to protect their resources; by acknowledging and protecting
In-stream use of water for maintenance of Indian flshertes and the integrity
of reservation watersheds.

: .

6. All California Indians, as defined in Section 1(D), supra, at page 14, should
be exempted from laws limiting the taking, use and possession of items '.
used for religious and ceremonial purposes, such as feathers from eagles
and migratory birds, and animal parts from native wildlife species. If
exemptions cannot be granted, accommodations must be fashioned to
eliminate the crimmalization oC the taking and possession of religious
artifacts and ceremonial regalia. '

, .'

7. Congress should amend the Native ;\.merican Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) to: .

a. accommodate claims involving tribes with diverse and mixed historical
tribal affiliations, as well as the claims ofunaclmowledged and
terminated groups;

b. change the priority for repatriation from lndlvidual llaeal descendants
to culturally affiliated tribes; and

.'

Co establish arid funa a centralized California Indian Repatriation Center
to disseminate repatrlation information, document current excavation, and
assist tribes through a grant program to cover costs of repatriating human
remains, associated items and objects ofcuItural patrimony. The Center
would not have authority to petition for repatriation of items, but would
facilitate implementation ofNAGPRA in Calif~iuia. .

Discussion: Both NAGPRA and the California State Native American Heritage Commission give
priority to lineal descendants for repatriation requests. Documentation from individual tribal members ,
regarding the most likely descendant or lineal descendent criteria is difficult, if not impossible, to establish.
This difficulty is compounded by the inconsistencies between federal requirements and state recording .
practices, adoptions and relocations, and inadequate record-keeping practices by the BIA. '

"

8. Congress should mandate that all federal agencies develop protocols
regarding consultation with federally recognized, unacknowledged and
terminated California tribes on all federal actions that may adversely affect
Native American cultural resources within-the tribes' llboriginal territories.

9. Caiifomia tribes should receive adequate federal financial support to .
establlsh justlce systems, either individually or as part of a consortium of
tribes, so that they can effectively implement the Indian Child Welfare Act.
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Recommendations for Federal Agencies'

10. The National Park Service (NPS) should implement a comprehensive
gathering policy CorAmerican Indians which recognizes the benefits of
Native gathering to NPS goalsand which does net make "direct ancestral
association" a prerequisite for gathering in a park llilit.

Discussion: This recommendation is supported. by current land management policies and federal law:
(1) land management philosophies at the federal level are shifting towards '«ecosystem management," which
considers traditional Native cultural uses of natural resources to be beneficial in the reproductive potential of
plant species"; (2) the President of the United States has ordered. all federal land management agencies to
work with tribes and tribal groups in a,govemment-to-govemment relationship, and to consider the impact of
current policies on Native religions and cultural practices; and (3) the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act, 42 V.S.C. § 1996, mandates a review of agency policies and guidelines in an effort to identify procedures
which may pose obstacles in meeting the intent of the Act. '

U. The us, Forest Service.(USFS) should develop a flnal, comprehensive
policy covering the complete range of Native American issues that arise in
the management ofnational forests, and which clearly reinfol"Ce$the tribal-
federal trust relationship. This policy should apply to aUCalifomiaIndians,
as defined in Section I(D), supra, at page 14, and should clearly articulate a '
no' permif/oo limit policy for non-commercial collecting Corpersonal or
Native community cultural use.

U. The USFS should also establish and fully fund tribal relations programs
in each region'and include permanent staff in each national forest, who are
accessible to tribes Withwhom they must consult under the government-
to--governmentrelationship. The tribal relations programs should be funded .
to carry out education and training of agency line officers and staff in all
divisions and programs whose policies and programs impact tribal
resources, Traiiling should emphasize the beneficial effects on plant and
animal populations from local and regional traditional Native use '
and management. ' ,

13. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and USFS should develop
a partnership with Impacted federally recognized and ~acknowledged
California tribes to implement a comprehensive pesticide and herbicide
use consliltation policy which recognizes aboriginal gatheriagpraetlces and
tribal interests in malntalning aboriginal rights and culturally relevant
practices. Such a partnership should im;lude tribal-federal agreements or
mitigation plans with tribes impacted by proposed chemical sprays.

14. The EPAshould fonnally respond to the California Indian Basketweavers
Assoclatloa petition to bring federal protection to 'California Indian

.gatherers, and should continue to investigate ways to protect Nati'Ve
people from harm caused by pesticide application on or near traditional
food and plant gathering areas, '

15. The current Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Native American
Policy should be amended,.after consultation with ,California Indians, to
provide adequate gwdelines for access and use of culturaJly significant areas.
The California Indian Policy should provide a mechaDlsm for awarding.
cultural resource use permits, 'which takes into account California Indian
knowledge of, and respect for, their ancestral areas, and which eliminates
unnecessary interference from BLM officials with califOrnia Indian
religious practices as they take place. The terms for awarding the permits
should be agreed upon prior to actual use, with a mechanism for immediate
dispute resolution.
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16. The Department of Defense should adopt regulations for appropriate

tribal-federal ronsultation to ensure the protection ofhistorically' significant
. sites, and develop mitigation measures when a culturally sensitive area on
or near lands held by the Department is to be'developed. Funding should
be made available througb the Departmeat of Defense to hire consultants
chosen by the impacted tribes to conduct studies on whether a proposed .
action ~ay have an adverse effect on religious or culturally significaQt .
properties administered by the Department.

17. Tbe criteria used by the Administration for Native .A,J;nericanswith
regard to funding provided under the Native American Languages Act
should be modified to: (1) extend program funding cycles to five to 10years;
(2) eliminate burdensome or unnecessary accounting requlrementsj and
(3) adopt it separate funding equation for California, which takes ioto .

.account the large number oC small tribes and the huge language diversity
and dialect ditTerences.

: .



H. The Report on Indian Health '

Summary: This report is an assessment of the status of Indian health care programs in California.
Principal issues identified by tribes, tribal health programs, urban health programs. non-federally recognized
tribes, and persons of Indian descent eligible for services from the illS. are analyzed and presented in signifi-,
cant detail in support of the recommendations included in Section n of the report

In light of the identified funding deficiencies for California Indian health programs, testimony was
, provided wherein the issue of "Agency level assessments" on the IHS budget was raised and identified as an
area to be studied as a source of funding that should be utilized to meet the unmet need in California. Sec-
tions ill through VI provide historical background and a chronology of events in the history of health ser-
vices in California and document the tribes' efforts to bring about equity in funding for health care services
for the Indian people of California. A summary of testimony presented to the Health Task Force is included
in Section V of the report.

Recommendations:

1. AddUjonal funding required for comprehensive health care servleese
There are several different standards against which the level of funding
necessary 'to operate a comprehensive health program for California '
Indians can be measured, including comparisons with other ms areas,
existing IHS Resource Allocation Methodology, local market
comparisons, and national expendltnre comparisons. Only the local
market comparison methodology adjusts adequately for regional
differenCes in the cost of providing health services and is free of political
~Dsiderations. After surveying the California indemnity insurance
market and the more directly analogous Health MaiDtenance
Organization market, it was decided that the most appropriate
comparative Cost wouid be $2,400 per person per year. This figure
represents the 1996 cost of providing comprehensive health tare services
in California.

'to calculate the level or additional funding from the ras, two additional'
planning assumptlenswould have to be made. The first is that the
maximum penetration of the census population by the IHS funded health
caresyslem is approximately 66%. This percentage is higher than the
.current penetration rate o( 52% which is somewhat depressed compared
, to historic,rates and reflects the impact of consistent and Significant
. underftmding. The second plannirig assumption is that 33% of the

individual Indians who seek care at IHSrunded Tribal Health Programs
will be covered by alternative Insurance, primax:i1Y Medi-Cal; the
California Medicaid program. This rate of coverage is higher than the
rate on the ms maintained RPMS database'but compares with rates
found by Dr. Trody Bennett, i~ her 1994 study of Indian Health'Care in
California and infonnati~n from ~ cross section of Tribal Health
Programs. Given these planning assumptions, the calculation for
additional funding from the ms would be as follows:

122,004 x .6,6 x .66 x $2,400 - $72,425,84a = $55,122,152 . .
(Service population times the penetration rate times the rote of uninsured users times the market cost of comprehensive care,
minus the available [HS jiau:Jing level; equals the level of under-funding for tribal health programs i~CalifoTTiia.) ,
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2. The California Contract Health Service Delivery Area {CHSI)A}: The
CHSDA currently consists of 37 rural counties. These counties were first
identified administratively by the ms as its offi~ial service areas and
were later codified in statute as part of the Amendments to the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act of 1988 (Pub. L. No. 100-713). Currently
only two of the 31 CHSDA counties are without. federally recognized
tribes-Mariposa and 'frlnity. There are seven additional counties not
included in the CHSD..\, but could join it as.a result of the granting of
federal recognition to tribes Iocated in the counties. The counties have large
Indian populations, .significant portions of which are California Indians.

It is therefore recommended that these counties be brought into the
CHSDA as soon as posslble and that funding for each of them be added
to the JHS program 'within the area.

Using thr: same funding formula identified above, the new funding
necessarj' to CuDyestablish-a comprehensive health program for the
identified Indian population is as foll~ws:

Marin 963 $ 978,531
. Napa 781 816,488

.j I Kern 7,329 7.662,029
Merced 1,680 .1,756,339
Stanislaus 4,363 4,561,254
Monterey 3,136 3,278,488
San Luis Obispo 2,364 2,471,420

TOTALADDmONAL COST' $21,524,549

3. ContractHealth Services: The Contract Health Service rimding
shortfaH for California is $8 million dollars and is included in the global
request Corcomprehensive health services.

4... Small Tribes Facilities Program: It is recommended that Congress fund
the Small Tribes Facilities Program in order to correct the major

. deficiencies that eXist for tribally operated health programs in
California. Approximately $10 million dollars is required to correct
identified deficiencies in tribal health and alcohol programs resulting
from Deep Look Surveys conducted by the IRS Calif ornla Area Office.
IRS must be directed to survey all tribal, urban and alcohol programs.
lnformatipn included in this report shows that only 24 health programs
and three alcohol programs are included in the most recent Deep Look

. Survey, which indicates that approxtmately $5,385,061 is required to
correct all exiSting deficiencies. This figure is calculated without the
inclusion of information from and deficiencies oC four residential alcohol
programs, nlne tribal health programs and seven urban health programs,

S. Construction of Youth Regional Treatment Centers: It is recommended
that $10,000,000 be provided by Congress Corconstruction of two Youth

. Regional Treatment Centers in California as authorized in Pub. L. No•
94-437 as amended.

•"f9
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6. Environmental Health: It is recommended that the ms work with tbe .
BIA, the EPAand tribes to address the envirenmental health issues
directly related to the dumpi'ng of toxic waste on California Indian
reservations. There have been no defmitive studies completed to ~dentify
the cost of clean up or the most dangerous sites-,.at Laytonville and Torres
MartiDez-bowever, the cost could be in the hundreds of mUlionsof
dollars. This is an urgent situation and must be acted upon without delay.

7. Sanitation facilities funding requirements: I~is recommended that
$18,76i,000-the underfunded amount in sanitation faoUnes-be made
available. These facilities are significantly underfunded for FY 96. The
total project cost was estimated at $34,926,100 but the actual funding .
plan was $16,165,100.

8. Urban Indian Health Program recommendations are as foUows:

a. Health care reform legislation must include provisions for Essential
Community Provtder status, 100 percent cost-based reimbursements, grant,
subsidies, resldeneyprograms, and allocations of capital funds. This status,
available to tribally operated programs, should be granted to aUcurrent
and future Urban Indian Health Programs.

b. Immediate transitional funding is vitally needed by Urban Indian
Health Programs to build the infrastructure necessary to compete i~ a
reformed health care delivery sys~m. Any health care reform legislation
must include the infusion of these capital doUars. Immediate technical
assistance must be provided in the areas of managed care systems,
capitated health care systems, computerization, q~ity assurance, cost
accounting, management ipformation systems, networking and other
related systems needed to move successfully into health care reform.

c. The present funding level of Urban Indian Health Programs must be '
increased to be commensurate with·the average level of need funded for
other IHS programs. Current level of need funded for tribal and IHS-
operated programs is approximately 67% t whereas the level of'need funded
for Urban Indian Health Programs is approximlltely 22%.

9. Traditional Indian Medicine: In the area of Traditional Indian Medicine,
it is recommended that the IRS, at the Headquarters level, collaborate
with the Health Care Finance Administration to reform reimbursement
regulations to include payment for traditional practitioners.,

10. Recommendations regarding the IHS Scholarship Program are as follows:

Amend 25us,c § 1603 to read:

I

"Indians" or "Indian," unless otherwise designated, means any person
who is a member of an Indian tribe ••• except that, for the purpose of
sections 1612, 1613 and 1613a of this title, such terms shall mean any
individual who (1) irrespective of whether he or she lives on or near a
reservation, is a member of a tribe, band or other organized group of
Indians, including those tribes, bands or groups terminated since 1940
and those recognized now or in the future by the State in 'Whichthey
reside, or who is a descendant, iIi the first or second degree, of any such

, member, or (2) is an Eskimo or Aleut or other Alaska Native, er (3) is
eonsidered·by the 'Secretary of the Interior to be an Indian for any
purpose, or (4) is determined to be an Indian under regulations
promulgated by the Secretary.
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OR

Amend §1613a to incorporate the broad definition oC"Indian" applicable
to §§ 16U and 1613.

In either case, the amendment sbould be written to apply retroactively
and mandate that those who were denied scbolarsbips based on the IHS
interpretation of the' 199Z amendments should bave their alternative
loans repaid.

11. Data collection and reporting recommendations are as follows:

"

a. It is recommended tb3;tIHS work with tribes and tribal contractors to
evaluate IHS data reporting needs. Are items required in the past necessary
in the current bealthcare system (e.g. blood quantum)?

'"

I: ,

b. It is recommended that IRS work with tribes and tribal contractors to
identify an electronic solution to meet the data reportiilg needs of IHS at
headquarters and Area OffiCe Ievels, as well as the needs of state
governments, tribal governments, healthcare providers, insurers (including
HMOs, PPOs), aa:rediting and licensing agencies, local program
administrative and flnanelalmanagement, and local programs for other
syStem needs. '

"

I·

, :
.r '
" ,

i· i
;~.i ..~:: .

• a ,

e, It is .recommended that IBS work with tribes and tribal contractors in
, evaluatiflg an electronic medical record as replacement for the Resource'

and Patient Management System (RPMS). The system should be.
commerclally availabJe, interface Withother computer systems (e.~.financlal
and bilfuig), be modifiable by users to meet their specific needs (e.g. tribe
ofenroUment), be user"friendly, contain rigid security systems for ~rotection
of the data, and support creation of user-defined reports. In the interim,
theRPMS sbould be revised to provide some of the features
mentioned above. .

. ,

.' '

d. It is recommended that, in the interim, ms revise the RPMS to derme!
redefine data dictionary; capture required data to support patient and
insurance billing; allow easy modification of data fields to capture data
required by states; cOntain user"friendly report generation capabUiti~
across all modules; acceptJimport data fromotber software programs (e.g•
reference laboratory results, coding system upgrades); interface with other
commercially available software programs; and captnre and report quality
indicator data, '

• : ~ I

l ,': ,

".~--.:.i

j'

1

! '
e.It is recommended that Congress allocate funds for ongoing staff training
in the RPMS. Congress should also aUocate funds for video conferenclng
through partnerships witb local community colleges, libraries or health
programs and IRS trainers, .

i,<· ,
12. Creation of Statewide Indian. Health Advisory Board: Congress sbould

create and fund.a state-wide advisory board made up of california Indians,
including representatives designated by federally recognized and
unacknowledged California tribes and other eligible Indian population
groups, to consult with and advise the llIS in an oversight capacity regarding
health care delivery issues and in updating tribal service contracts.
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ENDNOTES

I Pub. L. No. 102-416 (October 14, 1992), as amended by Pub. L. No. 104-109 (February 12, 1996).

l See Carey McWiUiams, California:' The Great Exception, (peregrine Smith, Inc., 1976), at 50-51.

J The refusal to ratify the treaties resulted in the displacement and impoverishment of Native peoples on a scale unparal-
leled in United States history in terms of acreage of aboriginal lands taken and the number of tribes affected. Not only
were the California tribes deprived of their aboriginal lands, encompassing more than 70,000,000 acres, but they were
denied the benefit of treaties negotiat.edin good faith that would have set aside approximately 85 million acres of land for
139 tribes.

~ See Bruce S; Flushman and Joe Barbieri. "Aboriginal TItle: The Special Case Of California," 17 Pacific Law Joutna1391,
403 (1986) and authorities Cited therein.

s See Act of September 36, 1850, 9 S~ 519; 9 Stat 558; and the California Indian Act of 1850, 9 Stat. 572. Representa-
tives from 139 different Indian groups agreed to sign the 18 proposed treaties, thereby acknowledging the jurisdiction of
the United States, agreeing to refrain from hostilities, and relinquishing all claims to their aboriginal territory. In return;
the U.S. promised to establish reservations for the Indian groups, provide them protection from non-Indians, 'as well as
clothing, food and education on the "art of civilization." ~ R..F. Heizer, '7JteEighteen Unratified Treaties of 1851- 1852 '
Between the Califomip. Indians and the United States Government, (University, of California Press, 1972), 33.

I> Act of March 3, 1851,9 Stat. 631, entitled "An Act to Ascertain and Settle the Land Claims in the State of California."

1 These events had great significance. in later efforts by the California Indians to obtain redress for the taking of their
aboriginal lands. Those efforts culminated in the controversial settlement of the California Indian iand claims in 1964 and
the eventual per capita distribution of an amount representing compensation to the Indians of 47 cents per acre for their
aboriginal lands: The history of the California Indian land claims is comprehensively set forth in Flushman and Barbieri,
supra note 4. .'

g H.R. Rep. No. 801. l03d Cong., 2nd Sess, 2 (1994). Estimates of the California Indian population in the 18508 are based
on the estimated Indian population prior to arrival of the first Spanish expeditions in ,1766. See Claims of California'
Indians: Hearing on H.R.. 491 Before the Committee on Indian Affairs, 7060 Cong:, lot Sess, 23 (1928) (Statement of
Congressman Lea); Edward D. Castillo, The Impact of Euro-American. exploration and Settlement, in 8 Handbook of
North American Indians 99 (R. Heizer, ed., Smithsonian, 1978) (nearly 300,000 unconquered natives);CooIc. Historical
Demography in id: at 91 (310.000, although estimates range from 133,000 to 260,000).

9' In. 1860, the United States Senate considered a bill (H.R. 215) that proposed the transfer of federal responsibility for the
California Indians to the State of California. The sometimes acrimonious debate over the bill focused on the widely
reported accounts of the slaughter of California Indians by militiaraised in the name of the State of California and
supported in part by state funds. Congressional Globe; 36rlt Cong., 1't Sess., pp. 2365-2369 (Senate Debate, May 26,
1860), reprinted in Robert F. Heizer (ed.), Federal Concern about Conditions of California Indians 1853 to 1913: Eight
Documents (Ballena Press, 1979), at 29-50 [hereinafter "Heizer"]. . -

lO See Act of April 13. 1864, 13 Stat 39 ["Four Reservations Act"].

u 25 U~S.c. §§461 et seq.
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U Robert N. Clinton et al., American Indian. Law (3'" ed. 1991),359.

_" J3 The disastrous effects of the allotment period were detailed in a memorandum presented by John Collier, Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, to the House Committee on Indian .Affilirs.in 1934: See Hearings on ILR. 7902 before the House
Comm, on Indian Affairs, 73nl Cong., 2d Sess. 16-18 (1934). Collier pointed out that, during the period from 1887 to .
1934, Indian land holdings were reduced from 138,000.000 acres to 48,000,000, a Joss of 65 per cent of the Indian land
base.

14 .sr& 25 U.S.C. § 464.

15 The Interior Board of Indian Appeals has held that the federal government's action in holding an IRA election within a
rancheria community is determinative of the issue of whether the rancheria was reeognized as-a tribe prior to enactment
of the Rancheria Act See Unised Aubum Indian Community v. Sacramento Area Director, IBIANo. 92-186-A, 24 IBrA
33 (decided Mar 2&, 1993).

16 See § V of the ACm Community Services Report

[7 See. e.g., 'The status of the Indian in California Today. a Report by John G. Rockwell, Superintendent of the Sacramento
Agency to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs:' Sacramento Indian Agency, 1944 .

.18 Act of August ·i8. 1958, Pub. L. No. 85-671. 72 Stat. 619, as amended by the Act of August l l, 1964, Pub.·L. No. 88-419.
78 Stat. 390~ . .

19 See AppendixB to the ACCIP Termination Report.

20 See Auburn Indian Restoration Act, Act of October 31. 1994, 108 Stat. 4533, 25 U.S.C. §§ 13001 et seq.; andPaskenta
Band Restoration Act. Act of November 2, 1994, 108 Stat. 4793,25 U.S.C. §§ l300m et seq: .

. II E.P. Beale, "Recommendations on Federal Assistance for California Indians, 1852," contained in Documents of the
Senate of the United ·States During the Special Session Called March 4, 1853, Executive Document No.4. (Gov't
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1853), p~. 377~80. Reprinted in Heizer, supra note 9, at 5.

22 M- at 2-3.

23 Helen Jackson and Abbot Kinney, "Report on the Condition and Needs of the Mission Indians of California," contained
in Reports of Committees of the Senate of the United States, 4811> Congress, 2"" Sess, and Special Sess., March; 1885, at
pp. 120-196. Reprinted as Appendix XV in Helen Hunt Jackson, A Century of Dishonor (1885), and in Heizer. supra note
9,-at75-93.

14 . Heizer. supra note 9, at 76 ..

2S Id at 83 .

26 C.E. Kelsey, "Report of Special Agent for California Indians" (1906). reprinted in Heizer, supra.note 9, at 123-150.
Kelsey's report was commissi?ned by the United States Congress. 33 Stat. 1058 (1905).

TT See Heizer, supra Dote 9, at 139.
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2J "Indians in California," in Transactions of the Comrrwnweauh Club of California. Vol. XXI, No.3, June 8, 1926.

29 ' 14- at 106.

3D Chauncey Goodrich, The Legal Status of the California Indian, 14 Cat L. Rev. 83 (l926). Chauncey Goodrich was a
member of the Indian Section of the Commonwealth Club of California and conducted his research under the auspices of
the club.

31 14. at 97. Goodrich relied on Indian BlA. figures in official reports to calculate that annual expenditures for fiscal year
1923-24 were $29.00 per capita for California Indians and $40.00 per capita for all other Indians. If one excluded from
the latter statistic the fee-Simple allotted Indians who had been "so largely released. from federal guardianship,' the
$40.00 figure increased to $66.00 per capita for Indians outside of California. Id., at D.55.

.ll Lipps's detailed statement appears in his letter of November 9; 1933, to Senator Burton K. Wheeler, co-author of the
Wheeler-Howard Act, better known as the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, 25 D.S.C, § 461 et seq:

13 Mlat 1.

J4 Id at?

35 John G. Rockwell, The Status of the Indian in California Today (1944), pp. iii,

l6 Id, at 126.

37 "Final Report to the Governor and the Legislature by the California State Advisory Commission on Indian Affairs"
(1969), 1" 12.

38 See IQ., Appendix E, p. 33.

39 Congressional Record, July 16,1971. S11323-11324. Included as part of the statement by Senator John Tunney.

40 Id at S11323.

41 Congressional Record, May 31,:1972, S8591.

42 Report to the BIA, Ernest Stevens and John Jollie, Co-Chairs.

~3 14. at 27.

'" I!;l.at31.

4S Mat 34.

~ Prepared by .william. D. Oliver, former Administrative Officer to the Sacramento Area, at the request of the Sacra:lnento .
Area Indian Advisory Board.
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47 IQ. at 4. In making these calculations, the author compared only expenditures for programs that existed at both Sacra-
mento and the other BIA area offices.

l8 This task force wasappointed by Secretary of Interior William Clark during the Ronald Reagan administration.

49 "Report of the California Indian Task Force" (October, 1984), p. 2•.

so 1d. at 12.

51 IQ. at 34-35. .See also id: at 12: "These [population] numbers ... have Dot been utilized in the past to determine or
establish funding or program levels .. : ."

sz 1d. at p.

53 Prepared by California Indian Legal Services for the George Wasbingron National Indian Policy Center.

~ Summary Report on the California Consultation Meeting, Stanford University, May 5, 1991, at 7-8.

55 In Rincon Band of Mission Indians v. Harris, 618 F.2d 569 (9th Cir. 1980), the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that
the IHS had breached its statutory responsibilities to the California Indians under the Snyder Act. 25 U.S.C. § 13, by
failing to develop distribution criteria rationally aimed at an equitable division of its funds. Id. at 575. It was not until the
Rincon case was won and Congress established the "Equity Fund" in FX 1981 that California Indians began to receive an
increased, though still inequitable, share of the Indian health care funding appropriated by Congress. . .

56 ~ Malone v. Bureau of Indian Affairs, 38 F.3d 433, 438 (9~Cir, 1994).

51 See Pub. L. No. 102-416, § 5(5).

5E. Congressional Record, H7975 (August 11, 1992).

59 See 25 U.S.C. § 1679.

60 25 U.S.C. § 13.

61 . Malone, supra, 38 F.3d at 438.

62 See Message from the President of the United States Transmitting Recommendations for Indian Policy, H.R. Doc. No.
363; 91st Con g.,. 2nd. Sess, (1970).

63 See S. Rep. No. 330·to accompany S. 1741, ABill Providing for the Restoration of Federal Recognition to the Ponca Tribe
of Nebraska, and for Other Purposes, 101st Cong .• 2bd Sess, 1990 (Testimony of Eddie F. Brown. Assistant Secretary ~
Indian Affairs) •.

64 See. e.g., the Report ofL.A. Derrington to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated June 3, 1927, at pp. 2, 5, 8,11, 16,
22 (wherein Mr. Dorringtoa recommends against acquiring land for various bands of California Indians because their
members held public domain and Indian allotments). .
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• 6S ~ 25 U.S.C. § 1679.

'66 For a thoughtful discussion of some recent precedents for transferring public lands to Indian tribes as a means of "doing
justice," even thoughexisting law may not compel such action, see Imre Sutton, Indian Land; White.Mqns Law: SouJh;.
ern Californill Revisited, AIDer. Indian Culture and Research .Toumal18:3 (1994) 265-270. Professor Sutton suggests that
u[p]erbaps we need to negotiate not just in terms of law, but in terms of ethics and ecology ...• " (ld: .~ 268) and recom-
mends that Indian reserves could be created out of some of the national forests and the holdings of the Bureau of Land "
Management(id. at 269). "

67' Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida, us S. Ct, 1114, 134 L. Ed.2d 252 (1996).

9 Stat. 631.

Whether a tribe, in the absence of state consent to suit, can request thatthe Secretary "prescribe procedures [See 25 US.C.
§§ 2701(d)(7)(B)(vii)] under which die tribe may engage in Class m gaming activities, is stm an unsettled issue. Se~,
e.g., Seminole Tribe of Florida v. State of Florida, 11 F.3d J016, 1029 (llib Cir, 1994).

7D California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987).

71 " The Spokane Tribe in Washington Sta~ has made the argument that, even in the absence of congressional action, either a
tribal remedy must be read into ~e IGRA or it must be declared unconstitutional. See United States of America v.
Spokane Tribe oflndians, CS-94-0104-FVS (B.D. WA), Answer. Counterclaims and Third-Party Complaint for Declara-
tory Judgment, Injunctive and Declaratory Relief, at p. 7 (filed April 5, 1994), currently on appeal to the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals. Specifically, the Spokane Tribe argued that (I) if~ere is noremedy, IGRA is unconstitutional in its
entirety; and (2), in the alternative, the Secretary of the Interior bas a trust obligation to provide a remedy by promulgating
regulations allowing Class ill gaming when a state refuses to ~egotiate in 'good faith. ld; "

Brendale v. Confederated Tribes and Bands of the YakimaReservation, 492 u.s. 708 (1989).

County of Yakima v. Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation, 502 U.S. 251 (1992) •.

74 See § II of the ACCIP Report on California Indian Cultural Preservation.

75 See, e.g., Malone v. Buteau of Indian Affairs, 38 F.3d at 439-440.

76 25 U.S.C. § 13.

See, Richard Haeuber, "Setting the Environmental Policy Agenda: The Case of Ecosystem Management," 36 Nat, Res. L.
Jour. 1 (Winter 1996). Ecosystem management is an ecological and systematic approach to managing natural resources
at a landscape scale. Such a system considers the importance of protecting ecosystems as well as individual species; "

. factoring natural disturbance regimes into management schemes; and the utility of a core reserve/buffer zone design
approach for natural resource protection. In the 1970s the concept was recast in the form of biosphere reserves that

" included transition zones of human activity compatible" with the natural ecosystem. "
" . .

Ecosystem Management is beingfuUy explored by 18 federal agencies, and the major land management agencies already
have drafted guidance regarding its adoption. Moreover, the former White House Office on Environmental Policy has
undertaken' a major ecosystem management initiative, including demonstration projects, ana both the 10311I and .104lh
Congress held numerous hearings and briefings in both the House and Senate regarding legislation to amend the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act 26 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1704 (1988). See Haeuber at 9-10. "
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. ,-,',zatus of California Rancherias
Terminated Pursuant to the Rancheria Act

x

x
x

Pica une x
x

North Fork
Paskenta

Reddin

xPinoleville
Potter Valle x
Quartz Valle x

x
Redwood Valle x

Robinson x
Rohnerville
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